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Abstract 

 

This study applies a discrete-continuous cohort model to US vehicle purchase decisions and 

personal travel demand to describe the environmental and economic effects of a federal carbon 

policy.  The transportation sector is currently culpable for one third of total US CO2 emissions 

and the increase in these emissions is growing at a rate faster than the emissions from all US 

sources.  One mechanism that may be capable of stabilizing or reducing CO2 emissions in the 

transportation sector is to place a tax on carbon-emitting motor fuel.  We calculate the impact of 

such a policy on the transportation sector by simulating both personal travel demand and 

discrete vehicle choice using Matlab.  We find that such a tax will reduce the consumption of 

fuel, demand for vehicle miles traveled, and carbon emissions.  Also, as a result of the tax, 

market shares of more efficient cars increase. 
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Introduction 

 The purpose of the study discussed in this report is to examine the effects of a federal 

(US) gasoline tax on consumers’ automobile purchasing and personal mobility decisions.  The 

motivating factor behind undertaking such a study is to determine the potential effectiveness a 

gasoline tax may have on reducing emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) from the transportation 

sector.  We assess the theoretical gasoline tax using a discrete-choice cohort model, utilizing 

computer software to create this model such that its results may be easily duplicated by other 

policy analysts and modified to represent alternative policy and economic scenarios.  Finally, we 

discuss the implications of addressing this problem with the cohort approach and assess the 

potential for policy-driven price signals to reduce CO2 emissions from the transportation sector. 

 In the 2007 Fourth Assessment Report submitted by the Intergovernmental Panel on 

Climate Change (IPCC), evidence is shown that human activity since 1750 has led to 

atmospheric concentrations of CO2 that are far greater than at any point in the past 650,000 

years.1  This anthropogenic increase in concentrations of CO2 is likely to lead to severe 

environmental consequences such as; “increased global air and ocean temperatures, widespread 

melting of snow and ice, rising sea levels, widespread changes in precipitation amounts, ocean 

salinity, wind patterns and aspects of extreme weather including droughts, heavy precipitation, 

heat waves and the intensity of tropical cyclones.”2  Furthermore, the physical properties of CO2 

are unfavorable to expedient mitigation.  As a result, even if concentrations of all greenhouse 

gases (GHGs) are held constant at 2000 levels, global temperatures are still expected to increase 

by 0.1 °C per decade for the next two decades.3  On the other hand, if GHG emissions continue 

                                                 
1 (IPCC, 2007) 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid. 
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at or above current levels, it is “very likely” that significant warming will occur that will induce 

many changes in the global climate system during the 21st century.4 

 While the issue of climate change is certainly of global concern, one country contributes 

a very high percentage of the World’s CO2 emissions.  The United States is responsible for 

nearly one quarter of the World’s total CO2 emissions (Table 1) and has by far the largest per-

capita emissions rate (Table 2). 

 Table 1: Top-10 World CO2 Emitters.
5
  Table 2: Per Capita CO2 Emissions  

        (10 Indicative Rates)
6
 

 
   

 

 

Within the U.S. economy, the transportation sector is responsible for one third of CO2 emissions 

(Figure 1).7  Considering that statistic in conjunction with the data in Table 1, it can be stated that 

the U.S. transportation sector alone would emit more CO2 than any country in the World, with 

the exception of China.  Not only is the transportation sector a large culprit of climate change-

causing emissions, but its emissions are increasing at a staggering rate; the transportation sector 

                                                 
4 (IPCC, 2007) 
5 (UNEP, 2001) 
6 Ibid. 
7 (EIA, 2005) 

Country 
Emissions 

(Millon 
tonnes CO2) 

% of 
World 

United 
States 

5,410 24% 

China 2,893 13% 

Russian 
Federation 

1,416 6% 

Japan 1,128 5% 

Germany 857 4% 

India 908 4% 

United 
Kingdom 

550 2% 

Canada 477 2% 

Italy 426 2% 

France 376 2% 

Country 
Per-Capita 

CO2 (metric 
tons) 

United States 19.7 

Czech 
Republic 12.3 

Russian 
Federation 10.7 

United 
Kingdom 9.5 

Japan 9.3 

Malaysia 5.8 

China 2.7 

Brazil 1.7 

India 1.1 

Nigeria 0.8 
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represents 41% of the energy-related U.S. CO2 emissions growth since 1990.8  Emissions from 

the combustion of motor gasoline comprise 60% of transportation sector CO2 discharges.9  More 

specifically, personal mobility accounts for 13% of total U.S. CO2 emissions.10  Therefore, by 

focusing our study on CO2 emissions from personal mobility within the transportation sector, we 

are studying a significant subset of GHGs contributing to anthropogenic climate change.  

 

Figure 1: US CO2 Emissions by Sector
11

 

Commercial

4%

Electric Power

40%

Residential

6%
Industrial

18%

Transportation

32%

 

 In order for a typical U.S. consumer to move from place to place to go to work, purchase 

groceries, recreate, or perform any number of daily functions, it is necessary to purchase an 

automobile and motor gasoline to acquire the service that we refer to as personal mobility.  The 

“car culture” is an ingrained philosophy in the U.S.  As of 2001, there was nearly one car for 

every two people in the U.S.12  Since the days of the Model-T, consumers have been relying on 

personal automobiles and a vast network of streets and highways to get them wherever they need 

(or want) to go.  The ability to utilize petroleum products as an energy source to move 

                                                 
8 (EIA, 2006) 
9 Ibid. 
10 (Schafer & Victor, 1999) 
11 (EIA, 2005) 
12 (World Bank Group, 2007) 
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individuals from place to place also has an impact on the economy.  Changes in the price of fuel 

have been shown to correlate strongly with economic recessions over the past 60 years.13   

 The overarching objective of this study is to model the impact that a policy-driven 

increase in motor gasoline prices will have on CO2 emissions.  Within the boundaries of this 

objective, we will use a discrete-choice cohort simulation model to predict the effect that the 

price increase will have on consumers’ purchasing choice of automobiles and fuel (and 

transitively vehicle miles traveled).  The discrete-choice modeling framework used in this model 

is adapted from Bento et al.
14 by applying an approach primarily used in fisheries economics 

known as the cohort approach.15  This allows us to model the automobile purchasing market 

where consumers only make a purchasing decision every few years.  Therefore, within the model 

described in this study, each consumer will make an automobile purchasing decision every few 

years, but decide how much fuel (or miles) to purchase each year.  The real price of fuel will 

increase by a small margin each year.  To this price of fuel, a tax will be imposed to simulate the 

effect of a federal climate change policy. 

 The format of this report is as follows: Section 2 provides a review of relevant modeling, 

transportation elasticity, and climate change policy literature.  Section 3 includes methodologies 

for both a continuous efficiency choice model and the discrete-choice cohort model briefly 

described in this introduction.  Section 4 reports the results of the model and some basic scenario 

analyses.  Section 5 discusses the results in context of climate change policy and its impact on 

the economy of the transportation sector.  Finally, Section 6 summarizes the findings of this 

study and provides some opportunities for future research and applications of this model. 

                                                 
13 (Lahiri & Yao, 2006) 
14 (Bento, Goulder, Henry, Jacobsen, & von Haefen, 2005) 
15 (Beverton & Holt, 1957; Smith & Wilen, 2003) 
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Background Literature 

 The range of academic literature consulted for this report extends from broad reviews of 

economic, political and technical issues relevant to the transportation sector and to explicit 

modeling techniques that simulate the behavior of consumers within the sector.  Within the 

boundaries of this review, we will focus on three broad categories of relevant literature to 

provide a synthesis of model structures, results, and policy implications that have been 

performed prior to this study.  The three categories are: fuel price and demand, automobile 

efficiency and discrete consumer choice, and energy and climate change policy.  The first two 

sections will focus on aspects of consumer demand that ultimately reflect the demand for 

mobility.  In order to retain the service of mobility from a personal vehicle, two commodities are 

necessary: fuel and an automobile that converts the fuel to mobility at a certain efficiency.  Many 

of the studies cited in this review use the economic concept of elasticity to reflect consumers’ 

sensitivity to price.  By quantifying the change in demand for fuel, miles, efficiency, or any other 

related good, economists are able to simulate the two previously mentioned decisions and 

analyze the effect of policy on consumer behavior in the transportation sector. 

 

Fuel Price and Demand 

 To say that people strictly demand fuel is somewhat incorrect.  People demand the 

service of mobility that is rendered when they put fuel in their automobiles.  Mobility can also be 

obtained through the use of public transportation, a subject that will be addressed later in this 

section.  However, since data for the price and quantity of gasoline sold in the economy is more 

readily available, the majority of quantitative studies of consumer behavior in the transportation 

sector evaluate the demand for fuel, rather than the demand for mobility.  The most common 
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method of determining changes in demand for fuel is to estimate elasticities of demand.  Two 

common elasticities of fuel demand are price and income elasticities.  In general, as the price of 

fuel increases, demand for those consumables decreases, resulting in a negative elasticity value.  

Conversely, as a consumer receives additional income, ceteris paribus, demand for fuel 

increases.16   

Some studies17 differentiate between short-run and long-run elasticities, because there are 

some behaviors or preferences that determine fuel consumption that are not as easily changed in 

the long-run as they are in the short-run.  An uncertainty that arises when reviewing these studies 

is potential disparity in what time frame constitutes short- or long-run.  Espey’s study shows that 

fuel demand gets more price-elastic and less income-elastic over time.18  However, Graham and 

Glaister conclude that both income and price elasticities increase in the long-run.19  Table 1 

compares the income and price elasticity estimates for the two studies, which are on the order of 

estimates provided by other studies:20 

Table 3: Income and Price Elasticities of Fuel Demand 

Study Time frame Price Elasticity Income Elasticity 

Short-run -0.3 0.35 to 0.55 Graham and Glaister 
(2002) Long-run -0.6 to -0.8 1.1 to 1.3 

Short-run -.23 0.39 
Espey (1998) 

Long-run -.43 0.81 

 

 Elasticity estimates tend to vary across studies due to differences in model characteristics 

that implicitly affect consumer behavior.  For example, studies that include an allowance for 

                                                 
16 (West, 2004) 
17 (Espey, 1998; Graham & Glaister, 2002) 
18 (Espey, 1998) 
19 (Graham & Glaister, 2002) 
20 (Bento, Goulder, Henry, Jacobsen, & von Haefen, 2005; Plotkin & Greene, 1997) 
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vehicle ownership and vehicle characteristics – such as fuel efficiency – tend to produce 

significantly less price-elastic estimates in the short-run.21   

Additionally, it is generally accepted that gasoline demand elasticities differ across 

income levels.  The intuition for this is that an absolute change in income will result in a lower 

relative change for low-income consumers and therefore is likely to have a larger relative impact 

on the quantity of fuel demanded.  The trend does not necessarily show, however, that the price 

elasticity increases linearly with income.  Wahud et al. show that there is evidence that, while the 

elasticities do differ across income strata, the trend tends to follow more of a U-shape.22  The 

reasoning behind the U-shaped price elasticity curve is that the lowest income group is so 

constrained that any change in their income will either allow them to meet travel demands 

through private travel, or be forced to switch to public transit and spend any extra income on 

other necessities.  The highest income group is able to respond to changes in price due to larger 

average family sizes that allow this group to take advantage of carpool and ridesharing more.  

Finally, since they have the fewest available substitutes for private travel, the middle income 

groups have the lowest response to fuel prices.  The study by Wahud et al. also finds that the 

income elasticity of demand for fuel is statistically insignificant for the highest and lowest 

income groups, indicating that changes in income for these groups have little or no effect on their 

demand for fuel. 

Exogenous implementation of policy measures that increase the cost of fuel or mandate 

improved fuel efficiency have an effect on the total quantity of fuel consumed in the sector.  An 

increase in the price of fuel – either due to market forces or a tax – reduces the number of miles 

                                                 
21 (Espey, 1998) 
22 (Wahud, Daniel, & Noland, 2007).  [NOTE]: “Group-wise aggregated consumer expenditure data for 20 years is 
used to derive elasticity estimates for the United States.” 
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driven, especially by less efficient cars.23  More specifically, a fuel tax is found to have a greater 

impact on fuel demand and corresponding vehicle emissions than technology standards, fuel 

efficiency taxes (or subsidies), or taxes for car ownership.24  Quantitatively, 50 cents per gallon 

fuel tax projects to a 15% decrease in fuel consumption.25  An examination of the relationship 

between the income and price elasticities of fuel demand shows that since the absolute value of 

income elasticity is generally greater than that of price elasticity, fuel prices must rise faster than 

the rate of income growth in order to stabilize fuel consumption at current levels.26  

Fuel demand does not necessarily follow a uniform linear relationship with fuel price.  A 

phenomenon known as the “rebound effect” is shown to take place where, in the long run, 

consumers switch to more efficient vehicles.  This switch causes the price-per-mile of mobility 

to go down, leading to an increase in vehicle travel.  One study estimates that for every 10% 

improvement in fuel economy, vehicle travel increases 1 to 2 percent.27  In a manner similar to 

price-elasticity, a comparison of the rebound effect to income yields a U-shaped pattern with the 

highest rebound observed among the wealthiest households.28  

The demand for fuel – and transitively the demand for mobility – is determined by the 

price of the fuel and the utility consumers receive from its consumption.  The literature has 

shown that as the price of fuel increases, consumers demand less gasoline (small as the effect 

may be).  As people experience a positive change in income, they generally demand more fuel.  

As the income elasticity generally outweighs the price elasticity, it is necessary for an increase in 

                                                 
23 (Feng, Fullerton, & Gan, 2005) 
24 (Graham & Glaister, 2002; Plotkin & Greene, 1997) 
25 (Plotkin & Greene, 1997) 
26 (Graham & Glaister, 2002) 
27 (Greene & Schafer, 2003) 
28 (Wahud, Daniel, & Noland, 2007) 
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the price of fuel to stabilize fuel consumption and stunt the growth of carbon dioxide emissions 

from the transportation sector. 

 

Automobile Efficiency and Discrete Consumer Choice 

 Discrete consumer choice models allow theoretical consumers to make a discrete choice 

of what automobile to buy, or what amount of fuel efficiency to purchase.  This method of 

modeling allows the study to simulate the choice consumers have to make each time a new (or 

used) car is bought.  Based on past experience and the expectations of fuel prices over the next 

few years, a choice is made regarding which car to buy.  Other - often immeasurable – factors 

such as preference for a certain vintage, brand, or a deficiency of information can lead the 

consumer to choose a sub-optimal automobile from an efficiency standpoint.  The literature 

discussed in the remainder of this paragraph focuses on the applications of discrete choice 

modeling and the factors effecting fuel efficiency in the transportation sector. 

 The simulation of private automobile choice in the transportation sector begins with 

providing a group of consumers with a distribution of cars from which to choose.  Each car is 

differentiated by age, model type, “coolness”, and fuel efficiency.  Coolness is a term which 

represents a bundle of aesthetic and performance characteristics that make an automobile more 

attractive to consumers.  The coolness bundle may include color, premium body accessories 

(spoiler, running boards, tinted windows, sunroof, etc.), handling, acceleration, and other 

performance-related characteristics. One study that uses the discrete choice approach 

incorporates 284 unique automobiles.29  Another considers only two separate model types – cars 

and SUVs – but allows the age of the car to be a continuous variable.30  Still another allows 

                                                 
29 (Bento, Goulder, Henry, Jacobsen, & von Haefen, 2005) 
30 (Feng, Fullerton, & Gan, 2005) 
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consumers to consider the automobile’s characteristics as a part of a bundle of engine size and 

vintage that provides some utility.31   

Regardless of the composition of the bundle of automobiles from which the subjects of 

the model may choose, each of these studies uses an indirect utility function to simulate the 

consumer’s optimal automobile choice.  From this indirect utility function, Roy’s identity is 

applied to derive the consumer’s demand for VMT.32  Therefore, from this process can be 

determined the automobile (or bundle of automobiles) that is chosen and how far the consumer 

will drive in that period.   

These models also differ in the number of cars that are chosen by a given household.  It is 

technically difficult to represent the differentiated utilities for multiple automobiles held by 

households.  For example, it is reasonable to assume that a large household would receive a 

significantly higher marginal utility from the first minivan purchased than the second.29  This 

problem is presented in Bento et al., but they chose to retain what they call the “discrete-

continuous” approach where households choose individual automobiles, rather than bundles.33  

The stated reasoning is that they feel the results from the discrete-continuous approach are 

empirically preferable to the bundle approach.   

An example of a model that uses the bundle approach is from Feng et al.  This model 

allows households to choose a car-car, car-SUV, or SUV-SUV bundle.  Within these bundles, 

each automobile is not restricted to being new, but has an age represented by a continuous 

variable.  In addition, Feng et al. assign efficiencies to each automobile that is a function of its 

age and wear.  This is because there is little difference in fuel efficiency between models of 

brand new cars or brand new SUVs.  Another unique feature of Feng et al. is that they impose a 

                                                 
31 (West, 2004) 
32 (Bento, Goulder, Henry, Jacobsen, & von Haefen, 2005; Feng, Fullerton, & Gan, 2005; West, 2004) 
33 [NOTE]: West also uses the discrete-continuous model structure. 
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budget constraint on consumers, restricting the amount of money that can be spent on fuel and 

automobile rent. 

Another consistency with the three previous studies discussed thus far in this section is 

that the price of each car is an exogenously determined parameter for the model.  Two 

complementary papers by Berry et al. consider the price of vehicles to be endogenous to the 

model and differ as a function of consumer demand for each automobile.34  The first study, 

published in 1995, begins by establishing elasticities of demand with respect to vehicle attributes 

(such as weight and fuel efficiency) and examining the cost and demand equilibrium in the 

automobile market.35  Data used to develop the parameters for this study are very aggregated, as 

opposed to micro-level data considered in Bento et al. and West.  The second study from Berry 

et al (1998) estimates a comprehensive demand system for new vehicles.  Using symmetries of 

characteristics between different makes and models, they predict which automobile will be 

purchased, in addition to what the consumer’s second and third choices would be.  This model 

helps to develop substitution patterns within the automobile market.  In order to calibrate the 

model, Berry et al estimate a vector of unobserved household attributes, in addition to easily 

observable attributes such as income, demand elasticities, and demand for mobility.36 

The models described thus far in this section seem to bear out the intuition that as fuel 

prices increase, the demand for more fuel efficient cars increases as well.  However, empirical 

data leads to the conclusion that changes in fuel price have relatively little impact on the demand 

for fuel efficiency.  The cross-price elasticity of fuel economy is found to be 0.20 and the income 

elasticity of fuel economy is not significantly different from zero.37  Thus, any change in the 

                                                 
34 (Berry, Levinsohn, & Pakes, 1995, 1998) 
35 (Berry, Levinsohn, & Pakes, 1995) 
36 (Berry, Levinsohn, & Pakes, 1998) 
37 (Graham & Glaister, 2002) 
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price of gasoline or the income of the consumer will have little or no effect on the demand for 

more fuel efficient automobiles.  Graham and Glaister also find that there is a 2.8 % annual 

increase in fleet fuel efficiency over time that is not explained by changes in the price of fuel or 

per-capita income. 

The reason for the inelastic behavior of consumer demand for fuel efficiency is that 

consumers are generally averse to two aspects of purchasing highly efficient automobiles: high 

up-front costs and long-run fuel price uncertainty.38  These two factors work hand-in-hand, as the 

uncertainty over the future price of fuel increases the risk of an investment in additional 

efficiency not being paid for by savings in travel cost.  Jaccard et al. maintain that this risk 

increases the option value of purchasing a more efficient car.  Option value is defined as “the 

expected gain from delaying or avoiding an investment.”39  Even if future fuel prices were highly 

predictable, it is difficult to foresee a marginal change in fuel prices influencing the consumer’s 

preference for efficiency, as “the typical car buyer considers only the first three years of fuel 

savings, not the fuel savings over the life of the car.”40  

 Further complicating the matter is the fact that the additional cost of the automobile 

specifically related to fuel efficiency improvements is not clearly displayed on the price sticker 

of the car.  The actual cost of additional efficiency is actually buried in the base price of the car, 

or in the price of more efficient options such as transmission choice or air conditioner quality.41  

Coupled with the previous conclusion that the net benefit of a fuel efficiency upgrade is 

unknown, the uncertainty related to the cost of such an improvement creates a barrier in the 

market for more fuel efficient cars.  Plotkin and Green state that “with such uncertainties, it 

                                                 
38 (Jaccard, Murphy, & Rivers, 2004) 
39 ibid. 
40 (Greene & Schafer, 2003) 
41 (Plotkin & Greene, 1997) 
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would not take much aversion to risk to reduce a consumer’s expected net value of even a 5 – 10 

mpg improvement to near zero.”  This risk-driven market barrier for more fuel-efficient cars also 

has an effect on the auto manufacturers.  Assuming that added efficiency will significantly 

increase the cost of an automobile, producers may be wary about whether or not the market will 

accept such a cost premium for efficiency, preventing the technology from even being fully 

developed.42  

 So far in this section, we have synthesized studies that model how consumers determine 

how far to drive and what car to buy.  The balance of this section will focus on environmental 

and economic implications of potential climate change policy, followed by a review of literature 

concerning alternative modes to private automobile transportation.  These discussions are 

relevant and important to our study of personal vehicle travel, as policy influences the price of 

fuel and alternative transportation – chiefly, public transportation – provides mobility to those 

who can no longer afford to own and operate a private vehicle. 

 

Energy and Climate Change Policy 

 Shafer and Victor “expect that emissions of carbon dioxide from passenger transport in 

industrialized countries will stabilize by 2020, even without policy intervention.”43  This 

statement – taken out of context – provides an argument against policy intervention that would 

curb the emission of greenhouse gases.  Given the nature of carbon dioxide, however, a 

stabilization of emissions by 2020 would still result in an atmospheric CO2 concentration well 

above what the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) considers to be “safe.”.  The 

IPCC states that “anthropogenic warming and sea level rise would continue for centuries due to 

                                                 
42 (Plotkin & Greene, 1997) 
43 (Schafer & Victor, 1999) 
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the timescales associated with climate processes and feedbacks, even if greenhouse gas 

concentrations were to be stabilized.”44 

 Energy policy in the US over the last few decades has focused on the liberalization of 

energy markets.  The goal of liberalization is to create competition; lowering prices for 

consumers and providing an incentive to innovate, inventing new technologies and making older 

ones cheaper and more efficient.  Currently, carbon-free renewable technologies are more 

expensive than traditional transportation options, creating a dichotomy between the economic 

goal of providing affordable energy for the transport of citizens and the environmental goal of 

doing so in a sustainable way.45  In the mid-1990’s, Congress’ policy initiative was the opposite 

of what most academic studies evaluated in this paper recommend: a roll-back of taxes affecting 

the cost of light-duty vehicles.46  

 Internationally, climate change policy has centered on the agreement reached in the 1997 

conference in Kyoto, Japan.  This agreement, ratified in 2005, only binds countries to GHG 

reductions through the year 2012.  With no agreement beyond this year, the commitments 

reached in Kyoto take place over a time frame that is too short to substantially instigate the 

diffusion of carbon-free (or at least low carbon) technologies.47  Additionally, coming back to the 

statement made by Shafer and Victor, the Kyoto regulations only apply to industrialized 

countries and do not provide any incentive for developing countries to pursue a path of carbon-

constrained economic development.48 

                                                 
44 (IPCC, 2007)[ 
45 (Nakata, 2004) 
46 (Plotkin & Greene, 1997) 
47 (Jaccard, Murphy, & Rivers, 2004) 
48 [NOTE]: The international issues surrounding climate change mitigation are far too broad and complex to 
thoroughly discuss in this paper.  Nakata (2004), Shafer and Victor (1999), and Fan et al. (In Press) provide more 
depth to the discussion of international climate change agreements. 
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 Within the context of the Kyoto agreement, many signatories have developed GHG 

reduction strategies.  The United States, having not ratified the agreement, has failed to legislate 

any mandatory reductions of GHG emissions to date.  Many scholars favor placing a tax on 

carbon-emitting fuel, with the intention of providing a price signal for consumers to reduce their 

emissions of the most prevalent GHG, carbon dioxide.49  A carbon tax would, in theory, serve to 

remove market barriers for high efficiency vehicles, as well as reducing the rebound effect that is 

expected to be caused by a more efficient fleet of light-duty vehicles.50  Consumer behavior is 

expected to adjust to an increase in the price of personal vehicle travel by:51  

• buying a newer, cleaner, smaller, and more efficient car 

• performing repairs to existing car that increases efficiency 

• driving less 

• driving less aggressively (i.e. reduce engine revving caused by rapid acceleration) 
 

Different taxing options also exist.  It is possible to place a tax on emissions, vehicle 

miles traveled (VMT), fuel, vehicle age, or vehicle efficiency.  The objective therefore is to 

determine which tax can achieve the greatest reduction the least cost to the economy.  Fullerton 

and Gan find that taxes on emissions, distance, and fuel all have significantly similar marginal 

costs of abatement (MCA), while taxes on vehicle age and efficiency have higher MCAs, and 

therefore are less cost-effective to implement.52   

An alternative to a policy that increases the cost of personal vehicle travel through a tax is 

a fuel economy or technology standard.  Such a standard is economically inefficient relative to a 

tax, but politically preferable.  The cost of GHG abatement through the use of standards can be 

                                                 
49 (Bovenberg, Goulder, & Alan, 2002; Feng, Fullerton, & Gan, 2005; Fullerton & Gan, 2005; Plotkin & Greene, 
1997; Wahud, Daniel, & Noland, 2007) 
50 (Plotkin & Greene, 1997) 
51 (Feng, Fullerton, & Gan, 2005) 
52 (Fullerton & Gan, 2005) 
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several times the minimum MAC achieved with a tax.53  However, taxes are far less politically 

palatable in the Unite States, leaving fuel efficiency standards as the policy mechanism of 

choice.54   

Although fuel efficiency standards are theoretically less efficient than taxes, they do 

provide a level of certainty that market-based mechanisms cannot offer.  An increasing vehicle 

efficiency standard would ensure that a tax does not raise the cost of travel without reducing 

emissions due to an inelastic demand for fuel.  It is also possible that the technology currently 

exists for increased vehicle efficiency and that, if mandatory, the fuel economy of light-duty 

vehicles can be increased by as much as 30% by 2015, at a cost less than the value of the fuel 

saved.55  A conclusion that can be reached from this review of the debate between fuel taxes and 

standards is that taxes have the greatest potential for economically efficient CO2 reduction, but 

the political climate and technological availability of today may make fuel efficiency standards a 

practical option for reducing CO2 emissions from personal vehicle travel. 

Another factor that can be considered when analyzing different policy choices is the 

distributional impact of the policy.  In other words; does the policy in question make one group 

of people better or worse off than another?  It is possible that a policy will have unintended 

impacts on society.  Therefore, the socioeconomic impact of GHG legislation is an additional 

consideration policymakers undertake.  In the case of a tax or regulation that increases the cost of 

personal vehicle travel, it is evident that people of different incomes will be affected differently.  

With respect to fuel prices, an increase in price will cause some consumers to respond by not 

purchasing a car at all.  These consumers are disproportionately lower-income who – in the 

                                                 
53 (Feng, Fullerton, & Gan, 2005; Plotkin & Greene, 1997) 
54 (Plotkin & Greene, 1997; West, 2004) 
55 (Greene & Schafer, 2003) 
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absence of a fuel tax – would have purchased a small, inexpensive, relatively efficient car.56  

Taxing fuel in this case (assuming that it is a flat, per-gallon tax) is shown to have a 

disproportionately negative effect on lower-income households, while only reaping a moderate 

environmental benefit from this economic stratum.  

The impact a per-gallon tax has on lower income consumers is high relative to consumers 

with higher income.  This condition means that a fuel or mile tax will most likely be regressive, 

meaning that the effective tax rate is higher for those with lower income.  Although this is found 

to be true, the increased price responsiveness of low income consumers (meaning that their price 

elasticity is low) reduces the regressivity of the tax.  Compared to fuel or miles taxes, West finds 

that taxes on engine size or subsidies for fuel efficiency are found to be significantly more 

regressive across all incomes.57  The U-shaped pattern of price elasticities suggested by Wahud 

et al. indicates that a tax will have the largest impact on fuel demand for the poorest and richest 

consumers.  While it maybe the intention of the policymaker to reduce fuel consumption from 

the wealthiest income stratum, in order to prevent unfair distributional impacts of the policy, it is 

necessary to somehow compensate the lower-income consumers for whom the policy may cause 

a more severe impact. 

Taxes and efficiency standards are not the only GHG-reducing policy options considered 

in recent transportation policy literature.  The following three policy mechanisms represent 

alternative approaches to reducing GHG emissions: 

• Feebates:58  This program works by charging a tax to those who consume more 

fuel, while providing a rebate to those who consume less.  A “pivot point” is 

established to determine which fuel consumers receive a rebate and which 

                                                 
56 (Pakes, Berry, & Levinsohn, 1993) 
57 (West, 2004) 
58 (Greene, Patterson, Singh, & Li, 2005). 
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consumers have to pay the tax.  A properly chosen or easily adjustable pivot point 

is the key to ensuring that the feebate system is revenue neutral.  The purpose of 

this mechanism is to provide an incentive for all vehicle owners to consume less 

fuel-per-mile, meaning that a premium is placed on vehicle efficiency.  Greene et 

al. estimate that (considering only the first three years of fuel savings) a feebate of 

$500 per 0.01 GPM (gallon per mile) results in a 16% increase in fleet fuel 

economy, while a $1000 per 0.01 GPM feebate entices a 39% increase. 

• Vehicle retirement:59  The purpose of this program is to accelerate the retirement 

of old, dirty, inefficient vehicles by offering the owners of such cars a subsidy to 

scrap them.  Some public agencies in California have developed vehicle 

retirement programs to mitigate the smog problem.  However, it is plausible that 

scrapping old, inefficient cars would also reduce CO2 as well.  Dill’s study finds 

that while emissions were reduced, the magnitude of the reduction was not as high 

as postulated.  Reasons for this could be that the replacement vehicles are not 

significantly more efficient than the vehicles being scrapped and that the scrapped 

vehicles were generally driven less than newer vehicles.  The ability for this 

program to successfully move undesirable cars from the road depends on how 

amenable the retirement system is to the consumers eligible for the subsidy.  Dill 

found that “many participants valued the ease of the transaction, particularly 

compared to selling the vehicle to a private party, and were willing to accept a 

lower price. 

                                                 
59 (Dill, 2004) 
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• Land use policy:60  The improvement of accessibility to regional centers, both by 

reducing distance and decreasing congestion can have the effect of reducing 

emissions from personal vehicle travel.  This approach would require a major 

shift in the way cities in the US are designed, with an emphasis on proximity to 

economic and cultural centers and a reduction in the presence of suburban sprawl.  

Although density and pedestrian-friendly design are shown to reduce the number 

of trips and increase the amount of private vehicle travel, the influence of these 

strategies is fairly marginal.  Combining ambitious land-use strategies with 

market-based pricing policies is only expected to reduce private vehicle travel by 

10%. 

There are many different tools policymakers have that can have the effect of reducing 

carbon dioxide emissions that result from personal vehicle travel.  The two consumer decisions 

that are influenced through each of the policies presented in this section are which car to buy and 

how far to drive.  Whether or not any legislative action is taken at the Federal level to mitigate 

greenhouse gas emissions depends on issues raised with some of these mechanisms such as 

political feasibility, cost-effectiveness, and distributional impact.61   

 

Conclusion 

 The studies presented in this review of background literature can be synthesized to reach 

a few conclusions regarding the current state of research that has been done on consumer 

behavior and climate change policy related to personal vehicle travel.  These general conclusions 

are as follows: 

                                                 
60 (Cervero & Kockelman, 1997; Greene & Schafer, 2003) 
61 [NOTE]: Although not explicitly discussed in this review, technical feasibility also plays a role in the process. 
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• As the price of fuel increases, ceteris peribus, consumers respond by purchasing less fuel. 

• Also as a response to an increase in fuel price, consumers may place a higher value on 

vehicle fuel efficiency.  However, if the marginal price for efficiency is sufficiently high, 

consumers do not demand additional fuel efficiency. 

• Policy mechanisms such as an emissions or fuel tax, vehicle efficiency standard, or 

feebate system can be used to either increase the cost of driving, mandate technology 

development, increase the opportunity cost of driving, or any combination of the three. 

The exercise of performing this review provides a background for how to model the effect that 

an increase in the price of travel will have on carbon dioxide emissions, and to provide 

justification for undertaking this research.  In the next section of this report, we will outline the 

methodology used to simulate the effect that a fuel tax has on consumer vehicle choice and travel 

demand, and transitively carbon dioxide emissions. 
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Modeling 

Over the course of this project, we have developed several models with many variations 

on each.  The two primary modeling structures that we have developed are a continuous 

efficiency model and a discrete-continuous cohort model.  The cohort model is our final product 

and corrects the shortcomings of the continuous efficiency model.   

Continuous Efficiency Model 

We began our modeling efforts by writing a simple model of consumers’ expenditures on 

gasoline and fuel efficiency.  Of course most consumers do not want either gasoline or fuel 

efficiency for their own sake; consumers want these goods so that they can drive.  The ultimate 

“good” in this equation is vehicle miles traveled (VMT).  In general, consumption of VMT 

requires consumption of gasoline and ownership of a vehicle.  Each vehicle has a degree of fuel 

efficiency (miles per gallon).  Since fuel efficiency determines how far a vehicle can drive on a 

gallon of gas, the following equation describes VMT: 

 
(1)   geVMT *=   

 
 
where g is the consumption of gasoline in gallons, e is fuel efficiency of the vehicle in miles per 

gallon, and VMT is vehicle miles traveled.   

 
In order to model consumers’ utility from traveling, we assumed a utility function: 
 
 

(2)  )ln(* ititit
VMTcU α+=        

 
 
where:  

• Uit is the total utility of consumer i at time t, 

• α is a scaling factor, and 

• c is utility associated with the consumption of everything other than VMT.   
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Assuming that α = 1, this implies a budget constraint: 
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titit gPePcI ** ++=  

 
 
where: 

• Iit is income, 

• Pt
e is the price of an additional unit of efficiency (e.g. the cost of increasing MPG by 1), 

• eit is the consumption of efficiency, 

• Pt
g is the price of gasoline at time t, and 

• git is consumption of gasoline.   
 

Using this utility function and budget constraint, we constructed the following Lagrangian and 

first order conditions: 
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where V  indicates an individual’s minimum required amount of travel in miles (e.g. commuting 

to and from work and other trips that are non-discretionary).  We used standard Lagrangian 

optimization techniques to derive expressions for the consumption of all other goods and the 

quantities consumed of efficiency and of gasoline.   

 

(10)  VPPIc
eg ***2−=  
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We assume that total VMT is not significantly larger than V .  Further, we assume that 

consumers dedicate a specific share of their total income toward transportation such that: 

 
(13)  Ic *γ=  

 
 

Where γ  indicates the share of income devoted to consumption of all goods other than 

gasoline and efficiency.  This identity allows us to derive an expression for the implied price of 

efficiency: 
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Applying this simple model to historical data, we were able to re-create realistic estimates of 

average fuel efficiency, per capita gasoline consumption, and VMT per capita.  Our best results 

were achieved using γ  = 0.955; compare this figure to 0.85 to 0.90 found in the literature62 and 

note that our γ  should be higher since our model does not explicitly include other types of travel 

(e.g. flying) and some costs of vehicle ownership such as insurance.  The summary results of this 

model are shown below. 

Table 4: Summary of Continuous Efficiency Model Results 

 

Estimate Low 
(year) 

High 
(year) 

Price of fuel efficiency 
(2000$/MPG) 

25  
(1995) 

33 
(1999) 

Fleet average fuel economy 
(MPG) 

21  
(1998) 

28 
(2000, 2003) 

Per capita annual gasoline 
consumption 

500 
(2000) 

660 
(1998) 

Per capita expenditure on 
efficiency, Pe*e (2000$) 

625 
(1995) 

843 
(2003) 

Per capita expenditure on 
gasoline, Pg*g (2000$) 

625 
(1995) 

843 
(2003) 

 
As shown in Table 1, this model also indicated that consumer expenditures on efficiency 

(Pe*e) are identically equal to expenditures on gasoline (Pg*g).  This is a direct result of the 

physical relationship between VMT, e, and g (equation 1) and the assumption that consumers 

could continuously buy efficiency at the margin.  This observation led us to the discrete-

continuous model formulation, eliminating the possibility of consumers purchasing marginal 

efficiency.   

Discrete-Continuous Model 

In order to more accurately depict the different time scales relevant for vehicle purchase 

decisions and daily travel decisions, we develop a discrete-continuous model.  In this framework, 

                                                 
62 (Schafer & Victor, 1999) 
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consumers purchase a new vehicle (i.e. make a discrete vehicle choice) once every few years but 

make decisions about how much to operate the vehicle on a continuous basis.  During the length 

of time that the consumer owns a vehicle, they are tied to its characteristics.  Specifically, for 

each year during ownership, the consumer: pays to rent the vehicle they own, is subject to the 

efficiency of the vehicle according to equation 1, and gains (or loses) utility according to the 

other characteristics of the vehicle.   

The Cohort Approach 

In order to simplify the problem that some consumers will purchase a car in any given 

year and other consumers will not, we adopt a cohort approach in our model similar to cohort 

structures used in renewable resource models63.  In these fisheries models, individual segments 

of populations are divided into age or size strata, and overall population dynamics are modeled 

by aggregating across all strata.  All of the consumers in our model are divided into cohorts, and 

in each year all of the consumers in exactly one cohort purchase a vehicle.  For example, with 

five cohorts, each cohort will purchase a new car once every five years on a rotating basis.  This 

approach implicitly imposes the assumption that all consumers buy a car exactly once every five 

years.  This is a significant simplification since some people lease cars for short times while 

others buy-and-hold cars for many years.  In our model, the user is able to control the number of 

cohorts, and hence the length of vehicle ownership for all consumers.    

Definitions of Model Components 

This section describes the computer code mechanics of the model implementation; the 

following section Utility and Demand Functions describes the underlying mathematics and 

analytics.  Our model is implemented in Matlab 7.0.  The entire code is kept in one file 

                                                 
63 (Beverton & Holt, 1957; Smith & Wilen, 2003) 
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Kevin_Brad_Final.m (Appendix A), and generates output as graphs as well as summary 

parameter and results tables in ‘output.csv’ (Appendix B).  Model parameters and assumptions 

can be changed in the m file.   

 

Units 

  Distances and vehicle miles traveled are expressed in miles.  Quantities of gasoline are 

expressed in gallons; fuel efficiencies are expressed in miles per gallon.  All monetary values 

(including car price, gasoline price, and fuel or carbon taxes) are expressed in thousands of year 

2005 dollars (2005 US$1000s).  Thus the price of gasoline is expressed as $1000s/gal.  For 

example, Pgas = 0.00225 indicates that the gas price is $1000*0.00225 per gallon or $2.25/gal.   

 

Stochastic distributions 
We use probability distribution functions to stochastically generate consumers with two 

random, uncorrelated characteristics: income (y) and preference (delta) for ‘coolness’ of their 

vehicle.   

We use a gamma distribution to calculate income, parameterized so that the minimum 

possible income possible (min_income) is $10,000, the mean is near $65,000, and the median is 

near $55,000.  For delta, a simple uniform, random distribution is used. 

 

Deterministic distributions 

The model uses a consumer’s income level to determine their income and price 

elasticities of VMT or gasoline (in the model, conditional on purchasing a vehicle, there are no 

other marginal costs of VMT besides gasoline so the two are synonymous).  Note that either of 

these distributions can easily be modified in the model by replacing the current functions with 

alternative distribution functions; as long as the distributions are stored in the correct arrays, the 

model will run with other distribution functions.   
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Figure 2: Income Distribution 

 

 
 

Income elasticity (lambda) is calculated according to a power function of income (y) so 

that the lowest income person has the highest income elasticity (about 0.7).  Elasticity rapidly 

falls as income increases at low incomes and then flattens but keeps decreasing at higher 

incomes.  The highest income person has the lowest income elasticity (about  0.05). 

Figure 3: Income Elasticity of VMT (Lambda) 
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Price elasticity (Beta) is calculated using a quadratic function so that the lowest income 

person has the highest price elasticity (about 0.7).  Elasticity slowly falls at low incomes, and 

rapidly falls at higher incomes.  No consumer is allowed to have a price elasticity below the 

parameter min_beta (= 0.07).  

 

Figure 4: Price Elasticity of VMT (Beta) 

 
 

Utility and Demand Functions 

 
Our model relies on equations adapted from Bento et al.64  These authors derive, in the 

technical appendix to the paper, a conditional indirect utility function: 
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64 (Bento, Goulder, Henry, Jacobsen, & von Haefen, 2005) 
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We assume that the price of the outside good (pix) is equal to unity, interpret the interaction term 

( ijτ ) to represent only the interaction between the coolness of vehicle j and the delta (coolness 

preference) of household i, and that the number of choice occasions (Ti) is equal to one for all 

households since they are forced to make exactly one choice each year that their cohort buys new 

cars.  Further, we assume that many household parameters do not vary according to which car 

they own.  Thus we use a slightly simpler conditional indirect utility function: 

(16)  itjiji
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Where:  

• Uitj is the utility of household i at time t conditional on owning car j, 

• λi is income elasticity of VMT 

• yi is income, 

• rj is the rent65 of car j (we assume no variation across households), 

• αi is a random household parameter, 

• βi is household i’s price elasticity of gasoline, 

• pj is the cost of driving a mile in car j, and 

• εit is a random error term. 
 
We adopt a function for VMT demand derived from the utility function using Roy’s Identity.  

Again, this demand function is a simplified form of the equation used by Bento et al.66  The 

equation that we use is: 

 

(17)  ( )( )
ijiijiiitj rypVMT −++= **exp λβα  

 
 

We employ these equations to represent individual consumer decision making in the 

model.  These two are sufficient to determine each consumer’s discrete vehicle choice (they 

                                                 
65 [NOTE]: The rent of car j is defined as the total price of the car divided by the number of years over which the car 
is paid off. 
66 (Bento, Goulder, Henry, Jacobsen, & von Haefen, 2005) 
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select the vehicle that maximizes utility as measured by equation 16) and continuous gasoline 

purchase decision (this is a result of equation 17 – divide VMT by the consumer’s vehicle’s fuel 

efficiency to determine fuel consumption).   

Overview of Data Structure and Matrix Algebra 

In the model, our primary data structures are arrays of information.  In each array, 

individual consumers are represented as rows (in Matlab, this is the first dimension listed) of data 

and across all arrays, individual consumers are indexed by the row index i.  For our simplest data 

structures, consumer information such as income elasticity of VMT (lambda) is represented as a 

single column of data with a numerical value in each row such that each row corresponds to a 

specific consumer.  The second dimension present in most model arrays represents time where 

each column corresponds to a year so that as the model progresses through time a new column is 

added to each array to represent consumers’ car ownership or VMT choices for that year.  In 

many of the arrays, the different cohorts are represented in the third dimension.  Thus the data 

could be conceptualized as stacked two-dimensional arrays that represent consumers in each of 

the different cohorts over time.  For data reporting and graphing purposes only, some arrays use 

a fourth dimension that separates consumers according to which car they own in each year.  In 

these arrays, many entries are blank and blank entries correspond to a consumer-year-vehicle 

combination that did not actually occur in the model run.  The non-blank entries describe 

consumer behavior over time, sorted by the car choice of the consumer at that time.  Some arrays 

also store data for each scenario (e.g. with and without a carbon tax); this is represented as the 

final dimension of each array, i.e. either as a fourth or fifth dimension.   

For reporting purposes, there are many arrays in the model that aggregate 5 dimensional 

data structures to 3 dimensions (usually year, vehicle, and scenario are kept while individual and 
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cohort are removed).  The aggregation process is generally performed by taking the mean or the 

sum over each of the dimensions to be removed.   

Other simple arrays store vehicle information.  In these vectors, a single vehicle 

parameter is stored in each column of a single row, so that each column index corresponds to a 

different vehicle choice.   

Most calculations in the model are performed using element-by-element mathematical 

operations (i.e. dot products); very little true matrix algebra (i.e. cross products) is used.  In order 

to perform element-by-element operations (element-by-element multiplication is implemented in 

Matlab by the “dot times” operator: “.*”), matrices must have the same size and dimension.  

Generally, this shape requirement is achieved by multiplying one matrix by a matrix of ones to 

reach the desired dimensions.  In some cases, this requirement is achieved using Matlab’s 

reshape and squeeze functions to change the shape of an existing data structure to be compatible 

with another for element-by-element mathematical operations.   

Moving Through Time – Mathematics of the Model 

The total length of time represented in the model is T*c_index where T is the number of 

times each cohort purchases a new car and c_index is the number of cohorts.  For example, if T 

is 10 and c_index is 5, there are 5 cohorts (or 5 sets of consumers), every year one cohort 

purchases new cars (so it takes 5 years for all of the cohorts to purchase new cars), and the model 

will run for a total of 50 years so that each cohort updates its car choices 10 times.  As the model 

progresses through time, each year three fundamental calculations are performed: the year's gas 

price is determined, one cohort replaces their vehicles according to Equation 16, and all 

consumers make a VMT decision according to Equation 17.  Many additional calculations are 

performed by the model each year, but they all are either to generate input for these three 
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fundamental calculations or to aid in displaying and interpreting their results.  Note that the 

vehicle choice and VMT choice calculations are performed once for each policy scenario 

described in the model (i.e. normally twice: with and without a carbon policy), but the gas price 

is calculated only once.   

Gas Price Calculation 

Each year, the gas price is stochastically updated according to exogenous parameters 

defined in the model.  The gas price is a random walk with a normal distribution of the annual 

perturbation according to parameters as shown:   

 

(18)  ))100/,100/(1(*1 sIncreasenormrndPgasPgas tt += −  

 

where parameter “s” is the standard deviation of the percentage change from the previous year’s 

gas price and parameter “Increase” is the mean percentage increase in price relative to the 

previous year.  “Normrnd” is a Matlab function which returns a random value from the normal 

distribution according to the input parameters.   

Over time, these calculations create the vector Pgas which retains the history of the gas 

price over time.  Note that Pgas does not include the effect of any carbon policy (tao) on gasoline 

price.  Each year, P_j, an array that stores the total cost of driving one mile in each car for each 

consumer is calculated according to the current gas price including tao.  A history of P_j is stored 

in P_j_time.   

 

Vehicle Choice Calculation 

Each year one cohort purchases a new car, potentially replacing their previous car (note 

that due to the limited number of vehicle choices, in many model runs many consumers do not 

change vehicles at most opportunities).  As noted above, this calculation is based on Equation 16.  
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For these calculations, we assume that consumers pay for cars in even installments for a few 

years; the number of years is controlled by the NumberPayments parameter, which is set to five 

for the results presented (this means that consumers ‘rent’ the car for 20% of the price of the car 

for each year that they own it, regardless of the number of cohorts).  For clarity, we divide 

Equation 16 into three terms labeled “first”, “second”, and “third”; each term is calculated for 

each consumer for each possible car.  Each of these terms is calculated using the matrix math and 

element-by-element operations described above.  These three terms are then summed into 

v_tot_i_j_c, and then a random error term is added for each consumer and for each car in 

Utot_i_j_c.  The car which maximizes each consumer’s total utility (i.e. the column index of the 

maximum value in each row of Utot_i_j_c) is stored in the ychoice vector.  Finally, the column 

in CarsOwned (the array storing the cars currently owned by each consumer in the current year) 

corresponding to the relevant cohort is updated to ychoice.  This completes the update, but a 

history of CarsOwned is maintained in CarsOwned3d.   

 

VMT Choice Calculation 

Every consumer in each cohort makes a VMT choice each year, and their choice is 

conditional on the car that they own (CarsOwned) and the price of travel for that car (P_j).  

Equation 11 is the basis for this choice, and similar to the vehicle choice calculation we divide 

the exponent in Equation 11 into three terms labeled “VMT_first”, etc.  Each term is calculated 

for each consumer using the price of travel for the car they own that year.  The exponential for 

the sum of the three terms is then calculated and stored in VMT_i_j_c, completing the VMT 

calculation.   
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Results 

Our results section is divided into two sections.  The first section compares two 

scenarios: an increasing gas price with no carbon policy and an increasing gas price with an 

increasing price of carbon.  The second section presents results with no increase in gas price with 

and without a carbon policy and explores the effect of different numbers of cohorts.   

Increasing Gas Price 

As described above, our model is able to describe two key components of the 

transportation system:  vehicle choice and VMT choice.  These results are sufficient to determine 

fuel consumption and therefore CO2 emissions.  Consumers are able to efficiently react to a 

carbon tax by both purchasing more efficient cars and by driving less.  In our model, both of 

these behaviors are observed as a gasoline tax increases over time.  Some current results are 

depicted in the following figures.  Note that in these results the model is configured with a 

constant rate of increase in before-carbon-tax gas price (1.5% per year) and a carbon policy that 

increases the effective tax on gasoline by $0.50 per gallon every 5 years.   

 

Figure 5: Gas Prices with and without Carbon Price 
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Figure 6: Market Shares 

 

 
 

Figure 6 demonstrates that consumers respond to increases in the price of gasoline by 

switching to more fuel efficient cars.  The change occurs more dramatically due to the carbon 

price.   

Figure 7 shows that consumers drive less overall as gas prices increase.  Also note that 

the highest share of total VMT is driven in the cool, efficient car even in year zero when the cool 

inefficient car has the highest market share.  At high gas prices in year 50, almost all VMT are 

driven in the efficient cars.   

Figure 8 shows average annual VMT per vehicle by vehicle type, showing the rebound 

effect.  Average VMT declines significantly for each type of car as fuel becomes more 

expensive, but the weighted average VMT for all vehicles declines relatively slowly.  The 

explanation for this apparent inconsistency is the growth in market share of the efficient vehicles,  
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Figure 7:  Vehicle Miles Traveled 

 

 
 
particularly the cool, efficient vehicle (which maintains the highest average VMT per vehicle), as 

shown in Figure 6.  Figures 7 and 8 show that the net effect of increasing fuel prices on VMT is 

clearly negative, despite the substantial rebound effect of consumers driving more as they switch 

to more efficient vehicles.  Note that in year 50, especially in the “with tax” scenario, the average 

VMT per vehicle is very close to the average VMT per vehicle of the efficient vehicles which 

account for approximately 80% of the total vehicle market.   
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Figure 8: Average VMT per Vehicle 
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Figure 9 shows the combined effects of the increasing market share of efficient cars and 

the reduction of VMT.  The overall result of the model is that total CO2 emissions decline with 

gas price increases.  A quadrupling of the cost of fuel (317% increase, including the carbon 

price) results in a 35% reduction in CO2 emissions.  Without the carbon price, a doubling in the 

cost of fuel (107% increase) results in a 23% decrease in emissions.   

 

Figure 9: Annual CO2 Emissions 

 
 

 
 

Figure 10 shows the portion of consumers’ incomes devoted to fuel and vehicle rent over 

time.  Remembering that neither income nor vehicle rent changes over time, note that on 

average, the increasing cost of fuel directly increases the share of income that consumers devote 

to fuel purchases.  Further, as consumers switch to more efficient, more expensive cars they 

devote a higher share of income to rent.  Interestingly, in the with tax scenario, the income share 

devoted to gasoline purchases by owners of the cool, inefficient car declines by 26% as the gas 
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price increases overtime.  This is explained by the 62% reduction in average VMT per vehicle 

(in the with tax scenario) for the cool, inefficient car shown in Figure 8.   

 

Figure 10:  Income Shares of Gas and Rent 

 

 

 

Flat Gas Price and the Cohort Effect 

This section describes the results of the model with no natural increase in gas price and 

uses this scenario to explore the effects of different numbers of cohorts in our model.  Figure 10 

shows the gas prices faced by consumers with and without a carbon price; for this analysis we 

use a gas tax that increases by $0.05 per year.   
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Figure 11:  Fuel Prices  

 

 
 

Figures 12 through 14 show the market shares of the four vehicles in these scenarios with 

different numbers of cohorts (2, 5, and 10 cohorts, respectively).  Similar to the results shown 

above, the increasing tax causes a dramatic switch to efficient vehicles overtime.  Note that all 

three of the primary sources of random variation in the model (random draw for income, random 

draw for coolness preference delta, and the random type 1 value error term in the car choice 

equation) have been removed for this analysis.  The differences shown here are robust to many 

model runs and must be explained by the cohort effect.   
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Figure12: Market Shares (2 Cohorts) 
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Figure 13: Market Shares (5 Cohorts)  
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Figure 14: Market Shares (10 Cohorts) 

 

 

In general, the higher the number of cohorts, the slower the transition toward efficient 

vehicles.  The starting market shares also vary with number of cohorts.  Starting and ending 

market shares are summarized in Table 2 below.   
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Table 5 – Market Shares by Number of Cohorts 

 

Number of Cohorts  Year 0 (with tax) Year 50 (with tax) 

Inefficient 0.761 0.485 

10 

Efficient 0.239 0.515 

Inefficient 0.755 0.476 
5 

Efficient 0.245 0.524 

Inefficient 0.746 0.444 
2 

Efficient 0.254 0.556 

 

As shown in Table 5, when aggregated to efficient and inefficient cars, there is only a 

slight difference in market shares between the different scenarios.  As noted earlier, all of this 

difference is attributed to the differing number of cohorts.   

The following figures show average VMT by vehicle and total VMT by vehicle type for 

each number of cohorts.  Note that the number of consumers in each case is different (i.e. it is 

exactly 1,000 (n) times the number of cohorts) and to compensate for this fact, total VMT by 

vehicle type has been normalized to a population of 1,000 consumers.   
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Figure 15: VMT (2 Cohorts) 
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Figure 16: VMT (5 Cohorts) 
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Figure 17: VMT (10 Cohorts) 
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The general results shown by these graphs is very similar to those described above:  the 

cool efficient car is always driven the furthest, especially as gas prices increase, and the average 

VMT declines for all vehicle types as gas becomes more expensive.  There is little difference 

evident between Figures 15, 16, and 17 that cannot be attributed to the market shares graphs 

above.   

 This final set of figures shows per capita (or per one vehicle household) CO2 emissions 

for each number of cohorts.   

 

Figure 18: Per Capita CO2 (2 Cohorts) 
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Figure 19: Per Capita CO2 (5 Cohorts) 

 

 
 

Figure 20: Per Capita CO2 (10 Cohorts) 
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 Although there are some absolute differences in the level of per capita CO2 emissions, the 

percentage reduction that is achieved by the carbon price does not vary dramatically with the 

number of cohorts.  A smaller number of cohorts lead to higher absolute emissions, but slightly 

more response to a carbon policy.  Cumulative reductions are shown in Table 6, below.   

Table 6: CO2 Emissions Reductions 

 

Cohorts Starting Value  
(tons CO2 per capita) 

Ending Value  
(tons CO2 per capita) 

Reduction 
(tons / %) 

2 5.44 4.14 1.30 / 23.8% 

5 5.24 4.02 1.22 / 23.2% 

10 5.16 3.98 1.18 / 22.8% 

 

 Figure 21, which displays the indexed per-capita CO2 emissions reductions, graphically 

affirms the results found in Table 6.  It is seen in this figure that there is a greater initial 

reduction in emissions from a scenario with fewer consumer cohorts.  However, as the model 

nears year 50, all three cohort scenarios seem to be tending towards the same per-capita 

emissions index.  The reason for this convergence is that although the two cohort scenario shows 

a larger market share for efficient cars, as the gasoline tax increases over the years, the efficiency 

of the car has a smaller relative impact on the price of driving one mile.  Therefore, since the real 

price-per-mile is converging over time, so to is the CO2 emissions reduction index. 
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Figure 21: Per-capita CO2 Emissions Reductions by Number of Cohorts (Indexed to 1)  
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Conclusion  

 
 The simulation performed in this study describes the effect that a policy-driven increase 

in fuel prices may have on consumers’ automobile purchasing decision and travel demand.  The 

results are consistent with our expectations - as well as the literature – showing that as motor 

gasoline prices increase, consumers will respond by switching to more efficient cars and 

reducing total miles traveled.  As a result, we conclude that the tax on the carbon content of 

motor gasoline has the effect of reducing the demand and total carbon dioxide emissions 

resulting from personal mobility in the transportation sector.  

 Specific effects were analyzed in this study.  The rebound effect is shown to cause a 

slight increase in vehicle miles traveled as a result of the increase in market share for more 

efficient cars.  VMT increase because the more efficient automobiles reduce the effective, 

marginal price of a mile, however in terms of CO2 emissions this effect is small relative to the 

combined effects of downward pressure on VMT by higher gas prices and the increase in 

efficiency.  The cohort effect is shown to cause consumers to purchase more inexpensive, less 

efficient cars as the number of cohorts increase.  The intuition behind this effect is that as the 

number of cohorts increase, consumers own cars for a longer period of time, reducing the impact 

that the near term expectations of the price of fuel have on vehicle purchasing decision.   

We recognize that there are more characteristics of a vehicle than efficiency that are 

considered by consumers when purchasing a car.  In our model, the coolness attribute of vehicles 

can be viewed as a generalized representation of all other attributes; similarly delta (consumers’ 

preferences for coolness) can be viewed as a generalized version of preferences for other 

attributes.   
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We also have not imbedded an explicit increase in fuel demand (foreign or domestic) that 

will have an endogenous impact on fuel prices.  Such an effect could be driven by increasing real 

incomes, increasing population, or both; neither of these factors is explicitly included in our 

model.  In the scenarios presented in this paper increasing demand has been partly taken into 

account by the small annual percentage increase in the real price of fuel, but a more explicit 

demand modeling approach might be warranted.  Note that our model ultimately produces per 

capita or per household CO2 emissions, so scaling these results up to reflect an increasing 

population is possible.   
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Appendix 1: Discrete-choice cohort model Matlab code 

 
 The following text is the complete Matlab code used to evaluate the cohort effect.  This 

represents the most complex form of the model.  A simpler version is contained in Appendix 2.  

This second version will be more manageable for evaluating the effects of a carbon policy for a 

fixed number of cohorts. 

 
% kevin_brad.m 

% Copyright Marty Smith, Kevin Dudney, Brad Strode, and Niko Harlan . . . 

% 2007 

% Attempts to develop a cohort model of discrete auto 

% purchases linked to continuous choices of gas consumption. 

 

close all 

clear all 

load('fixedIncome.mat');  %% load fixed income distribution 

load('fixedDelta.mat');  %% load fixed Delta distribution 

 

CCC = [2, 5, 10]; 

TTT= [25,10,5]; 

fig = 1; 

for RRR=1:3;  

     

 

% PARAMETERS 

% #################### 

c_index = CCC(RRR); % This has to be a positive integer! # years of an auto 

rotation 

T = TTT(RRR); % number of decisions per cohort; c_index*T = length of model 

n= 1000; % number of individual consumers per cohort. n needs to be big to 

incorporate a lot of heterogeneity 

m = 4; % number of vehicle types available 

k = 2; % number of vehicle characteristics (one of these always has to be 

MPG) 

NumberPayments = 5; % the number of years that consumers take to pay for 

their cars 

 

%define cars 

MPG = [15 15 30 30]; % The MPGs for the vehicles in our fleet 

CoolCar = [1 0 1 0]; %coolness factor 

Pcar=[20 10 30 20]; %car price 

 

% define Coh_index, vector of which cohort makes a car choice at time t 

% also set up gas tax vector 

Coh_index =[]; 

tao_one=[zeros(T*c_index,1)]; %increase in price of gasoline due to GHG 

policy 

tao_two = []; 

t=0; 
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for bb = 1:T 

    for aa = 1:c_index 

        Coh_index = [Coh_index;aa]; 

        t=t+1; 

        tao_two = [tao_two;(t-1)*0.00005]; 

        %tao_two = [tao_two;(bb-1)*0.0005]; 

    end 

end 

t=0; 

tao=[tao_one,tao_two]; 

ScenarioNames = []; 

CarNames = []; 

ScenarioNames = cellstr(['No Tax  ';'With Tax']);  %remember that these names 

must be the same number of characters 

Car1Name=cellstr('Cool, Inef'); 

Car2Name=cellstr('UnCool, Inef'); 

Car3Name=cellstr('Cool, Eff'); 

Car4Name=cellstr('UnCool, Eff'); 

%CarNames = cellstr(['cool, inef  '; 'uncool, inef'; 'cool, eff   '; 'uncool, 

eff ']); %remember that these names must be the same number of characters 

CarNames = [Car1Name;Car2Name;Car3Name;Car4Name]; 

LegendWithAverage = []; 

LegendWithAverage=[CarNames; cellstr('Average')]; 

LegendWithOverall = []; 

LegendWithOverall=[CarNames;cellstr('Overall')]; 

 

% for m_count=1:m     %set up structure that stores car information 

%     cars(m_count).name = CarNames(m_count); 

%     cars(m_count).mpg = MPG(m_count); 

%     cars(m_count).coolness = CoolCar(m_count); 

%     cars(m_count).price = Pcar(m_count); 

% end 

 

%%%calculate gas price over time (exogeneous)%%%%% 

% gas price is a random walk (normal distribution on perturbation, 

% standard deviation = s percent of previous price) 

Pgas_start=0.00225; %  Initial PRICE OF GAS (thousand $) 

Pgas = [Pgas_start];  % PRICE OF GAS OVER TIME 

Pgas_last = Pgas_start; 

s = 0; % percent of Pgas_last to use for standard deviation of price 

perturbation 

Increase = 0;%1.5; % percent of Pgas_last used for mean increase in gas price 

for i = 1:c_index*T-1 

    NewPgas = Pgas_last*(1+normrnd(Increase/100,s/100)); 

    Pgas = [Pgas; NewPgas]; 

    Pgas_last = NewPgas; 

end 

 

%%%% calculate distributions %%%%%%% 

% DISTRIBUTION OF INCOMES 

% gamma distribution 

Min_Income = 10; 

A=2.455685; 

B=0.045883; 

%y = Min_Income + gamrnd(A,1/B,n,1); % income in $1000s 

% mean(y); 

% var(y); 
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% DELTA PREFERENCES - PREFERENCE FOR COOL FACTOR DISTRIBUTED UNIFORMLY 

% deltamax=.0005; 

% delta=deltamax*rand(n,1); 

 

%define params% 

%lambda = 0.62; % lambda from Bento 2006; income elasticity of VMT 

alpha = 0.02; %rand (1,1); 

 

%%% calc lambda 

min_lambda = -0.04; 

shift_right = -2; 

lambda_a = 5.09;%loop_lambda_a; 

lambda_b = -0.85;%loop_lambda_b;%-0.8105; 

lambda = lambda_a.*(y+shift_right).^lambda_b; 

lambda=max(lambda,min_lambda); 

 

%% calculate beta as function of income 

%beta = -0.69; % beta from Bento 2006; operating price elasticity of VMT 

%beta = -0.32; % beta from Bento 2006; gasoline price elasticity of VMT 

beta_a = -5.0e-5; 

beta_b = -0.0; 

beta_c = .7; 

min_beta=0.07; 

beta = (beta_a*y.*y)+beta_b*y+beta_c; %gasoline price elasticity of VMT 

beta=max(beta,min_beta); 

 

 

num_scenarios = length(tao(1,:));  %%number of gas tax scenarios to compare 

%%define empty matrices that are used in all scenarios 

MarketShares =[]; % this is a matrix of the market shares 

AnnualVMT_total = []; 

Avg_VMT_perCar = []; 

Tons_CO2_year = []; 

RunData = []; 

GasCons_year = []; 

VMT_byCar = []; 

VMT_i_j_c = []; 

RentShare3d = []; %holds share of income spent on vehicle rent for each 

consumer for each year 

GasShare3d = []; 

GasShare_byCar = []; 

 

for scenario=1:num_scenarios  %%begin loop of entire model over gas tax 

scenarios 

    %%%% define empty matrices 

    v_tot_i_j_c = []; %utility of consumer i, car j, cohort c 

    Utot_i_j_c = []; % utility w/ error term included with cohorts in rows 

    first = [];  % these refer to the terms in conditional indirect utility 

function of Bento et al 2005 

    second = []; 

    third = []; 

    MarketSharesRow = []; 

    VMT_i_j_c = []; 

    RentShare_year = []; %holds average rent share of income for the year 

    GasShare_year = []; 

    P_j = []; 
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    P_j_time = []; %array to capture P_j (price of travelling one mile) over 

time, only used for graphing and debugging 

    CarsOwned3d = []; 

    %MarketDensity = []; 

    IndexMatrix = []; 

 

    %%%%  Calculate initial car choices using initial gas price 

    CarChoice = []; 

    P_j = ((Pgas(1)+tao(1,scenario))*ones(n,m))./(ones(n,1)*MPG); 

    % pause() 

    FudgeFactor = 100;%0000; %magic number to adjust second term 

    first = (-1./lambda*ones(1,m)).*exp(-(lambda*ones(1,m)).*(y*ones(1,m)-

(ones(n,1)*Pcar)/NumberPayments)); 

    %second = -(1/beta)*exp(alpha+beta*P_j*FudgeFactor); 

    second = -(alpha./beta*ones(1,m)).*exp(beta*ones(1,m).*P_j*FudgeFactor); 

    third = c_index*delta*CoolCar; 

    v_tot_i_j_c = first + second + third; 

    %calculate error term 

    sigmult2=0; 

    randmat=sigmult2*(-log(-log(rand(n,m)))); % Type I Extreme Value Errors 

    % add error term to utilities 

    %Utot_i_j_c=v_tot_i_j_c/1000 + randmat; 

    Utot_i_j_c=v_tot_i_j_c/1000; %% + randmat; %%THIS line does not use the 

error term 

    [maxU,ychoice]=max(Utot_i_j_c'); 

    for c=1:c_index 

        CarChoice = [CarChoice , ychoice']; 

    end 

    CarsOwned = CarChoice; 

    CarsOwned3d = [CarsOwned]; 

    %%%%END: initial CarsOwned calculated 

 

    %%%%%Begin big time loop to update CarChoice and calculate VMT choices 

    for t=1:T*c_index 

        %%%update CarsOwned of correct cohort 

        P_j = ((Pgas(t)+tao(t,scenario))*ones(n,m))./(ones(n,1)*MPG); 

        P_j_time = [P_j_time;P_j(1,:)]; %add one row of current P_j to 

P_j_time 

        first = (-1./lambda*ones(1,m)).*exp(-lambda*ones(1,m).*(y*ones(1,m)-

(ones(n,1)*Pcar)/NumberPayments)); 

        %second = -(1/beta)*exp(alpha+beta*P_j*FudgeFactor); 

        second = -

(alpha./beta*ones(1,m)).*exp(beta*ones(1,m).*P_j*FudgeFactor); 

        third = c_index*delta*CoolCar; 

        v_tot_i_j_c = first + second + third; 

        %calculate error term 

        sigmult2=0; 

        randmat=sigmult2*(-log(-log(rand(n,m)))); % Type I Extreme Value 

Errors 

        %Utot_i_j_c=v_tot_i_j_c/1000 + randmat;% add error term to utilities 

        Utot_i_j_c=v_tot_i_j_c/1000;% + randmat;% do NOT add error term to 

utilities 

        [maxU,ychoice]=max(Utot_i_j_c'); 

        %  ychoice3d(:,:,t) = ychoice'; %ychoice3d currently is not used 

        CarChoice = [CarChoice, ychoice']; 

        MarketSharesRow=[]; 
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        for j=1:m %calculate market shares for m vehicles, add them to 

MarketSharesRow 

            MarketSharesRow = [MarketSharesRow, sum(ychoice==j)]; 

        end 

        %if size(MarketShares) 

        MarketShares(t,:,scenario) = MarketSharesRow; 

        RunData = [RunData;scenario,t,tao(t,scenario),MarketSharesRow]; 

        CarsOwned(1:n,Coh_index(t)) = ychoice'; 

        CarsOwned3d(:,:,t) = [CarsOwned]; 

        RentShare_year = 

Pcar(CarsOwned)./NumberPayments./(y*ones(1,c_index)); 

        %RentShare3d(:,:,t,scenario) = [RentShare_year]; 

 

        %%%%Calculate VMT choices for this year 

        VMT_first = alpha; 

        VMT_second = -

1*beta*ones(1,c_index).*reshape(P_j(1,CarsOwned),[n,c_index]); 

        %VMT_second = 

beta*ones(1,c_index).*reshape(P_j(1,CarsOwned),[n,c_index]); %this is 

        % the original 

        VMT_third = lambda*ones(1,c_index).*(y*ones(1,c_index)-

Pcar(CarsOwned)/NumberPayments); 

        VMT_OneYear = exp(VMT_first+VMT_second+VMT_third); 

        VMT_i_j_c(:,:,t) = [VMT_OneYear]; 

 

        for j=1:m 

            [R,C]=find(CarsOwned==j); 

            for xx=1:length(R) 

                VMT_byCar(R(xx),C(xx),t,j,scenario)=VMT_OneYear(R(xx),C(xx)); 

                

GasShare3d(R(xx),C(xx),t,j,scenario)=(VMT_OneYear(R(xx),C(xx))*P_j(1,j))/y(R(

xx)); 

                Income5d(R(xx),C(xx),t,j,scenario)=y(R(xx)); 

                

RentShare3d(R(xx),C(xx),t,j,scenario)=Pcar(CarsOwned(R(xx),C(xx)))/NumberPaym

ents/y(R(xx)); 

            end 

            % new code March 21 - adds to the car struct a sparse logical 

            % matrix indicating ownership of each car type i.e. (1 = yes, 0 = 

            % no) 

            [rows,cols,sparse_vector] = find(CarsOwned == j); 

            [i_sparse,j_sparse] = size(CarsOwned); 

            bool_CarArray = 

sparse(rows,cols,sparse_vector,i_sparse,j_sparse); 

            cars(j).owned(t) = {bool_CarArray}; 

 

            % store this years data in MeanIncome_byCar 

            MeanIncome_byCar(t,j,scenario) = full(sum(sum((repmat(y,[1 

c_index])... 

                .* bool_CarArray))) / sum(sum(bool_CarArray))); 

        end 

    end %%End primary time loop 

 

 

    AnnualVMT_total(:,scenario) = 

reshape(sum(sum(VMT_i_j_c,1),2),[T*c_index,1]); 

    Avg_VMT_perCar(:,scenario)= AnnualVMT_total(:,scenario)/(c_index*n); 
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    % MarketShares; 

    % VMT_ij = []; 

    % VMT_ij = reshape(VMT_i_j_c(:,1,t),[n,T*c_index]); 

 

    %%%Calculate Gas consumption%%% 

    GasCons_ijc = []; %holds the gas consumed by each consumer for each year 

    %GasCons_year = []; %holds total gas consumed by all consumers for each 

year 

    MPG_ijc = []; 

    MPG_ijc = MPG(CarsOwned3d); 

    GasCons_ijc = VMT_i_j_c./MPG_ijc; 

    GasCons_year(:,scenario) = 

reshape(sum(sum(GasCons_ijc,1),2),[T*c_index,1]); 

 

 

    %%%Calculate Expenditures as Shares of Income 

    RentShare_avg=[]; 

    GasShare_avg=[]; 

 

 

    %ConsShare_avg = ones(1,50)-(RentShare_avg+GasShare_avg); 

 

    %%%Normalize Outputs to graph as indexes%%% 

    IndexMatrix = []; 

    %IndexMatrix = 

[GasCons_year/GasCons_year(1);AnnualVMT_total(:,scenario)/AnnualVMT_total(1,s

cenario);((Pgas+tao(:,scenario))./(Pgas(1)+tao(1,scenario)));Tons_CO2_year(:,

scenario)/Tons_CO2_year(1,scenario)]; 

 

    %     for tt=1:T*c_index 

    %         for mmm=1:m 

    %             [rrr,ccc,vvv]=find(Income5d(:,:,tt,mmm,scenario)); 

    %             MeanIncome_byCar(tt,mmm,scenario)=mean(vvv); 

    %         end 

    %     end 

 

 

end %%% end loop over scenarios of different taxes 

MarketDensity = MarketShares/n; 

Tons_CO2_year = GasCons_year*(19.564/2000); % pounds CO2 per gallon gas, see: 

http://www.eia.doe.gov/oiaf/1605/factors.html 

GasShare_avg = 

reshape(mean(mean(mean(GasShare3d,4),1),2),[1,T*c_index,num_scenarios]); 

RentShare_avg = 

reshape(mean(mean(mean(RentShare3d,4),1),2),[1,T*c_index,num_scenarios]); 

total_VMT_byCar=reshape(sum(sum(VMT_byCar,1),2),[T*c_index,m,num_scenarios]); 

Avg_VMT_byCar=total_VMT_byCar./(MarketShares*c_index); 

GasShare_byCar=reshape(mean(mean(GasShare3d,1),2),[T*c_index,m,num_scenarios]

); 

RentShare_byCar=reshape(mean(mean(RentShare3d,1),2),[T*c_index,m,num_scenario

s]); 

t = 1:length(Pgas); 

 

 

% %%% make pretty pictures 

%fig = 1; 
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% h1=figure(fig); 

% hist(y,100) 

% title('Income Distribution') 

% xlabel('Household Income (thousand US$2005)') 

% ylabel('Number of Households') 

% set(h1,'Name',['Income Distribution; mean = ' num2str(1000*mean(y)) ', 

median = ' num2str(1000*median(y))]); 

% f2 = get(h1, 'Children'); 

% x_axis = get(f2, 'xlim'); 

% y_axis = get(f2, 'ylim'); 

% % draw the mean and median lines on the graph 

% line([mean(y), mean(y)], [y_axis(1), y_axis(2)], 'Color','red'); 

% line([median(y), median(y)], [y_axis(1), y_axis(2)], 'Color','green'); 

% g2 = get(f2, 'Children'); 

% legend(g2(1:2),{'median' 'mean'}); 

% fig = fig + 1; 

% 

h2=figure(fig); 

for sss=1:num_scenarios 

    subplot(num_scenarios,1,sss);plot(MarketDensity(:,:,sss)) 

    title(['Market Shares of Car Choices ' char(ScenarioNames(sss))]) 

    xlabel('Year') 

    ylabel('Market Density') 

    legend(char(CarNames)) 

end 

set(h2,'Name','Market Shares of Car Choices'); 

fig = fig + 1; 

 

h3=figure(fig); 

hold on 

plot(t,Pgas*1000,':+') 

plot(t,(Pgas+tao(:,2))*1000,'r:+') 

hold off 

title('Fuel Prices') 

xlabel('Year') 

ylabel('Dollars per Gallon ($US2005)') 

legend(ScenarioNames) 

set(h3,'Name','Fuel Prices'); 

fig = fig + 1; 

 

% h4=figure(fig); 

% plot(t,AnnualVMT_total) 

% title('Total Annual VMT') 

% xlabel('year') 

% ylabel('Annual VMT in miles') 

% legend(ScenarioNames) 

% set(h4,'Name','Total Annual VMT'); 

% fig = fig + 1; 

 

h14=figure(fig); 

plot(t,Tons_CO2_year) 

title('Total Annual CO2 Emissions') 

xlabel('year') 

ylabel('Tons of CO2') 

legend(ScenarioNames) 

set(h14,'Name','Total Annual CO2 Emissions'); 

fig = fig + 1; 
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% h5=figure(fig); 

% hist(lambda,100) 

%     title('lambda = Income elasticity of VMT') 

%     set(h5,'Name','Income elasticity of VMT'); 

%     fig = fig + 1; 

 

% h6=figure(fig); 

% plot(y,lambda,'b.') 

% hold on 

% plot(y,beta,'g.') 

% hold off 

% title('Elasticities as functions of income') 

% legend('Lambda','Beta') 

% set(h6,'Name','Elasticities as functions of income'); 

% fig = fig + 1; 

 

% h7=figure(fig); 

% plot(t,tao(:,2)) 

%     title('gasoline tax v. time') 

%     set(h7,'Name','gasoline tax v. time'); 

%     fig = fig + 1; 

 

% h8=figure (fig); 

% %subplot(2,1,scenario); 

% plot(t,P_j_time*1000) 

% title('Price of traveling one mile in each car') 

% legend(char(CarNames)) 

% xlabel ('year') 

% ylabel('Price per mile ($US2005)') 

% set(h8,'Name', 'Price of traveling one mile in each car'); 

% fig = fig + 1; 

 

% h9=figure(fig); 

% plot(t,GasCons_year) 

%     title('Total Annual Gas Consumption') 

%     xlabel('year') 

%     ylabel('Annual Gasoline Consumption (gallons)') 

%     set(h9,'Name','Total Annual Gas Consumption'); 

%     fig = fig + 1; 

 

% h10=figure(fig); 

% set(h10,'Name','Trends, indexed to 2005 values'); 

% %plotyy(t,IndexMatrix(:,2),t,IndexMatrix(:,3)) 

% %plot(t,IndexMatrix) 

% subplot(4,1,1);plot(IndexMatrix(1,:)); 

% ylabel('Annual Gas Consumption') 

% subplot(4,1,2);plot(IndexMatrix(2,:)); 

% ylabel('Annual VMT') 

% subplot(4,1,3);plot(t,IndexMatrix(3,:)); 

% ylabel('Fuel Price (including tax') 

% subplot(4,1,4);plot(t,IndexMatrix(4,:)); 

% ylabel('CO2') 

% xlabel('year') 

% fig = fig + 1; 
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% h11=figure(fig); 

% set(h11,'Name',['VMT to Income, lambda_a = ',num2str(lambda_a),', lambda_b 

= ', num2str(lambda_b)]);%, num2str(min_lambda), ' lambda_a = ',  ' lambda_c 

= ', num2str(lambda_c)]); 

% plot(y,VMT_i_j_c(:,1,1),'r.') 

% subplot(3,2,3);semilogy(y,VMT_i_j_c(:,1,1),'r.'); 

% ylabel('Log of VMT (year 1)'); 

% xlabel('Income'); 

% subplot(3,2,1);plot(y,VMT_i_j_c(:,1,1),'r.'); 

% ylabel('VMT'); 

% xlabel('Income'); 

% subplot(3,2,4);loglog(y,VMT_i_j_c(:,1,1),'r.'); 

% ylabel('Log of VMT (year 1)'); 

% xlabel('Log of Income'); 

% subplot(3,2,2);semilogx(y,VMT_i_j_c(:,1,1),'r.'); 

% ylabel('VMT'); 

% xlabel('Log of Income'); 

% subplot(3,2,5);plot(y,lambda,'.'); 

% xlabel('Income'); 

% ylabel('Lambda'); 

% fig = fig + 1; 

 

h12=figure(fig); 

set(h12,'Name','Shares of Income'); 

position=0; 

for sss=1:num_scenarios 

    %plot(RentShare_avg(:,:,sss),'b'); 

    %plot(GasShare_avg(:,:,sss),'r'); 

    position=position+1; 

    

subplot(num_scenarios,2,position);plot(t,GasShare_byCar(:,:,sss),t,GasShare_a

vg(:,:,sss)); 

    legend(char(LegendWithAverage)) 

    ylabel('Share of Income Spent on Gas'); 

    title(char(ScenarioNames(sss))) 

    position=position+1; 

    

subplot(num_scenarios,2,position);plot(t,RentShare_byCar(:,:,sss),t,RentShare

_avg(:,:,sss)); 

    legend(char(LegendWithAverage)) 

    ylabel('Share of Income Spent on Renting Car'); 

    title(char(ScenarioNames(sss))) 

end 

xlabel('Year'); 

%legend('cool, inef', 'uncool, inef', 'cool, eff', 'uncool, eff'); 

fig = fig + 1; 

% % 

%  

% h13=figure(fig); 

% hold on 

% for sss=1:num_scenarios 

%     

%subplot(num_scenarios,1,sss);plot(t,total_VMT_byCar(:,1,sss),t,total_VMT_byC

ar(:,2,sss),t,total_VMT_byCar(:,3,sss),t,total_VMT_byCar(:,4,sss),t,sum(total

_VMT_byCar(:,:,sss),2)); 
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%     

subplot(num_scenarios,1,sss);plot(t,total_VMT_byCar(:,:,sss),t,sum(total_VMT_

byCar(:,:,sss),2)); 

%     legend(char(LegendWithOverall)) 

%     xlabel('Year') 

%     ylabel('VMT') 

%     title(char(ScenarioNames(sss))) 

% end 

% set(h13,'Name','Total VMT by Car'); 

% fig = fig + 1; 

%  

% h14=figure(fig); 

% for sss=1:num_scenarios 

%     

%subplot(num_scenarios,1,sss);plot(t,Avg_VMT_byCar(:,1,sss),t,Avg_VMT_byCar(:

,2,sss),t,Avg_VMT_byCar(:,3,sss),t,Avg_VMT_byCar(:,4,sss)); 

%     

subplot(num_scenarios,1,sss);plot(t,Avg_VMT_byCar(:,:,sss),t,Avg_VMT_perCar(:

,sss)); 

%     legend(char(LegendWithOverall)) 

%     title(char(ScenarioNames(sss))) 

%     xlabel('Year') 

%     ylabel('Average Annual VMT per Vehicle') 

% end 

% set(h14,'Name','Average VMT by Car'); 

% fig = fig + 1; 

%  

h15=figure(fig); 

for sss=1:num_scenarios 

    

subplot(num_scenarios,1,sss);plot(t,MeanIncome_byCar(:,:,sss),t,mean(MeanInco

me_byCar(:,:,sss),2)); 

    title(char(ScenarioNames(sss))) 

    legend(char(LegendWithOverall)) 

    ylabel('Average Income') 

end 

xlabel('Year') 

set(h15,'Name','Mean Income by Car') 

fig = fig + 1; 

 

h16=figure(fig); 

position=0; 

for sss=1:num_scenarios 

    position=position+1; 

    

subplot(num_scenarios,2,position);plot(t,Avg_VMT_byCar(:,:,sss),t,Avg_VMT_per

Car(:,sss)); 

    legend(char(LegendWithOverall)) 

    ylabel('Average Annual VMT per Vehicle'); 

    title(char(ScenarioNames(sss))) 

    position=position+1; 

    

subplot(num_scenarios,2,position);plot(t,total_VMT_byCar(:,:,sss)/c_index,t,s

um(total_VMT_byCar(:,:,sss)/c_index,2)); 

    legend(char(LegendWithOverall)) 

    ylabel('VMT per 1000 consumers for Each Car Type'); 

    title(char(ScenarioNames(sss))) 
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end 

set(h16,'Name','VMT') 

fig = fig+1; 

 

h17=figure(fig); 

plot(t,Tons_CO2_year./(n*c_index)) 

title('Per Capita Annual CO2 Emissions') 

xlabel('year') 

ylabel('Tons of CO2') 

legend(ScenarioNames) 

set(h17,'Name','Per Capita Annual CO2 Emissions'); 

fig = fig + 1; 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% % Collect values and results and output to table 

% %%%OutputArray(#} = {'text', num2str(value), etc...}; 

% row = 1; 

% OutputArray{row} = {'Parameters'}; 

% row = row+1; 

% OutputArray{row} = {'Min_income', num2str(Min_Income)}; 

% row = row+1; 

% OutputArray{row} = {'c_index', num2str(c_index),'Length of Model', 

num2str(c_index*T), 'Number of Consumers',num2str(c_index*n)}; 

% row = row+1; 

% OutputArray{row} = {'NumberPayments', num2str(NumberPayments)}; 

% row = row+1; 

% OutputArray{row} = {'FudgeFactor', num2str(FudgeFactor)}; 

% row = row+1; 

% % OutputArray{row} = {'deltamax', num2str(deltamax)}; 

% % row = row+1; 

% OutputArray{row} = {'fuel price parameters', 'Pgas_start', 

num2str(Pgas_start), 's', ... 

%     num2str(s), 'Increase', num2str(Increase)}; 

% row = row+1; 

% OutputArray{row} = {'Results'}; 

% row = row+1; 

% OutputArray{row} = {'VMT', 'min', num2str(min(VMT_i_j_c(:,1,1))), 'max', 

... 

%     num2str(max(VMT_i_j_c(:,1,1))), 'median', 

num2str(median(VMT_i_j_c(:,1,1)))}; 

% row = row+1; 

% OutputArray{row} = {'Gas Consumption', 'min', num2str(min(GasCons_year)), 

'max', ... 

%     num2str(max(GasCons_year)), 'mean', num2str(mean(GasCons_year))}; 

% row = row+1; 

% for mm=1:m 

%     OutputArray{row} = {'Market Shares', char(CarNames(mm)), 'start - 

scenario 1', num2str(MarketDensity(1,mm,1)), 'start - scenario 2', 

num2str(MarketDensity(1,mm,2)),'end - scenario 1', 

num2str(MarketDensity(T*c_index,mm,1)), 'end - scenario 2', 

num2str(MarketDensity(T*c_index,mm,2))}; 

%     row = row+1; 

% end 

% OutputArray{row} = {'Gas Shares', 'start', num2str(GasShare_avg(1)), 'end', 

... 

%     num2str(GasShare_avg(T*c_index))}; 

% row = row+1; 
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% OutputArray{row} = {'Rent Shares', 'start', num2str(RentShare_avg(1)), 

'end', ... 

%     num2str(RentShare_avg(T*c_index))}; 

% row = row+1; 

% %OutputArray{row} = {'End Indeces','VMT', 

num2str(IndexMatrix(2,T*c_index)),'Gas 

Cons',num2str(IndexMatrix(1,T*c_index)),'Gas Price 

W/tax',num2str(IndexMatrix(3,T*c_index))}; 

% %row = row+1; 

% %OutputArray{row} = {'End Index of Gas Consumption', 

num2str(IndexMatrix(1,T*c_index))}; 

% %row = row+1; 

% %OutputArray{row} = {'End Index of Gas Price w/tax', 

num2str(IndexMatrix(3,T*c_index))}; 

% %row = row+1; 

% OutputArray{row} = {'Income', 

'min',num2str(min(y)),'max',num2str(max(y)),'median',num2str(median(y))}; 

% row = row+1; 

% OutputArray{row} = {'CO2 per capita', 'First Year - scenario 

1',num2str(Tons_CO2_year(1,1)/(c_index*n)),'Last Year - scenario 

2',num2str(Tons_CO2_year(T*c_index,2)/(c_index*n))}; 

% row = row+1; 

%  

%  

% fid = fopen('output.csv','a+'); 

% fprintf(fid, '%s', 'Run on ', datestr(now),' File name ', mfilename); 

% fprintf(fid,'\n'); 

% for i=1:length(OutputArray) %columns/output titles 

%     for j=1:length(OutputArray{i}) % rows/values 

%         value = cell2mat(OutputArray{i}(j)); 

%         fprintf(fid,'%s ',[value,', ']); 

%     end 

%     fprintf(fid,'\n'); 

% end 

%  

% fprintf(fid,'\n'); 

% fclose(fid); 

 

End 
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Appendix 2: Policy Scenario Analysis Example 

 
 The following list of parameters is taken from a simpler version of the model that 

evaluates only a single set of cohorts.  All of the colored parameters may be toggled by the 

analyst using this model to evaluate different scenarios.67  Some of the randomness has been 

removed from the model by setting the standard deviation of gas price perturbation to zero.  

Changing this parameter will allow each model run to represent more of the uncertainty 

surrounding future gasoline prices.  Also note that if the number of vehicle types or 

characteristics is altered, other dimensions must be added.  For example, if the number of vehicle 

types available increases from 4 to 6, then two more entries must be added to MPG, CoolCar, 

and Pcar to represent the efficiency, coolness, and price of the additional two cars.  Similarly, 

increasing the number of vehicle characteristics requires that these characteristics be specified by 

a new parameter.  This will require significant changes to the structure of some model parts and 

is only recommended for advanced users.  Finally, be advised that we found very small changes 

to the “coolness” factor, delta and income elasticity, lambda to produce large variations in our 

results.  Therefore, careful calibration is important to with respect to these parameters.  

Following this list of parameters is the rest of the code that works with this set-up. 

In order to create a new policy scenario to analyze, a user can either modify the tao_two vector 

or create a new tao_three vector.  Consider the case that the user wishes to create a third scenario 

of a constant level gas tax over time.  We recommend that the user follow these steps (adding 

code in the Define coh_index section): 

1. Initialize:  

a. tao_three = []; 

                                                 
67 [NOTE]: Extreme deviation from original parameters may cause the model to produce different results from those 
in this paper.  The parameters chosen here are intended to reflect what we feel are realistic assumptions. 
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2. Set the level of tao_three:  

a. tao_three=0.001*ones(1,n*c_index) 

3. Name the scenario:  

a. ScenarioNames = cellstr(['No Tax  ';'With Tax'; ‘Flat Tax’]); 

4. Add the scenario: 

a. tao=[tao_one,tao_two,tao_three]; 

5. Run the file by pressing F5 

 

% PARAMETERS 

% #################### 

        %Cohort discription and composition 

c_index = 5; % Number of years between auto purchasing choice (This has to be 

   a positive integer!) 

T = 10; % Number of decisions per cohort; (c_index*T = length of model) 

n= 1000; % Number of individual consumers per cohort (n needs to be big to  

  incorporate a lot of heterogeneity) 

        

        % Distribution of incomes 

                % gamma distribution 

Min_Income = 10; 

A=2.455685; 

B=0.045883; 

y = Min_Income + gamrnd(A,1/B,n,1); % Random Income distribution  

      (Thousands of US dollars) 

 

        %Gasoline tax and price characteristics 

Pgas_start=0.00225; %  Initial PRICE OF GAS (thousand $) 

s = 0; % Standard deviation of price perturbation (percent of previous year's 

  gasoline price)  

Increase = 1.5; % Increase in mean gas price (percent of previous year's  

   gasoline price) 

tao_increase = 0.0005; %Incremental increase in tax (Thousands of dollars;  

    increase to take place every c_index years) 

 

        %Define cars 

m = 4; % Number of vehicle types available 

k = 2; % Number of vehicle characteristics (one of these always has to be  

  MPG) 

MPG = [15 15 30 30]; % The MPGs for the vehicles in our fleet 

CoolCar = [1 0 1 0]; %coolness factor 

Pcar=[20 10 30 20]; %car price (thousands of dollars) 

 

        % Delta Preferences; Preference for cool factor (Distributed   

  uniformly) 

deltamax=.0005; 

delta=deltamax*rand(n,1); 
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% define Coh_index; vector of which cohort makes a car choice at time t 

% also set up gas tax vector 

Coh_index =[]; 

tao_one=[zeros(T*c_index,1)]; %increase in price of gasoline due to GHG 

policy 

tao_two = []; 

for bb = 1:T 

    for aa = 1:c_index 

        Coh_index = [Coh_index;aa]; 

        tao_two = [tao_two;(bb-1)*tao_increase]; 

    end 

end 

tao=[tao_one,tao_two]; 

ScenarioNames = []; 

CarNames = []; 

ScenarioNames = cellstr(['No Tax  ';'With Tax']);  %remember that these names 

must be the same number of characters 

Car1Name=cellstr('Cool, Inef'); 

Car2Name=cellstr('UnCool, Inef'); 

Car3Name=cellstr('Cool, Eff'); 

Car4Name=cellstr('UnCool, Eff'); 

%CarNames = cellstr(['cool, inef  '; 'uncool, inef'; 'cool, eff   '; 'uncool, 

eff ']); %remember that these names must be the same number of characters 

CarNames = [Car1Name;Car2Name;Car3Name;Car4Name]; 

LegendWithAverage = []; 

LegendWithAverage=[CarNames; cellstr('Average')]; 

LegendWithOverall = []; 

LegendWithOverall=[CarNames;cellstr('Overall')]; 

 

for m_count=1:m     %set up structure that stores car information 

    cars(m_count).name = CarNames(m_count); 

    cars(m_count).mpg = MPG(m_count); 

    cars(m_count).coolness = CoolCar(m_count); 

    cars(m_count).price = Pcar(m_count); 

end 

 

%%%calculate gas price over time (exogeneous)%%%%% 

% gas price is a random walk (normal distribution on perturbation, 

% standard deviation = s percent of previous price) 

Pgas = [Pgas_start];  % PRICE OF GAS OVER TIME 

Pgas_last = Pgas_start; 

 

for i = 1:c_index*T-1 

    NewPgas = Pgas_last*(1+normrnd(Increase/100,s/100)); 

    Pgas = [Pgas; NewPgas]; 

    Pgas_last = NewPgas; 

end 

 

%%%% calculate distributions %%%%%%% 

 

%define params% 

%lambda = 0.62; % lambda from Bento 2006; income elasticity of VMT 

alpha = 0.02; %rand (1,1); 

 

%%% calc lambda 

min_lambda = -0.04; 

shift_right = -2; 
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lambda_a = 5.09;%loop_lambda_a; 

lambda_b = -0.85;%loop_lambda_b;%-0.8105; 

lambda = lambda_a.*(y+shift_right).^lambda_b; 

lambda=max(lambda,min_lambda); 

 

%% calculate beta as function of income 

%beta = -0.69; % beta from Bento 2006; operating price elasticity of VMT 

%beta = -0.32; % beta from Bento 2006; gasoline price elasticity of VMT 

beta_a = -5.0e-5; 

beta_b = -0.0; 

beta_c = .7; 

min_beta=0.07; 

beta = (beta_a*y.*y)+beta_b*y+beta_c; %gasoline price elasticity of VMT 

beta=max(beta,min_beta); 

 

 

num_scenarios = length(tao(1,:));  %%number of gas tax scenarios to compare 

%%define empty matrices that are used in all scenarios 

MarketShares =[]; % this is a matrix of the market shares 

AnnualVMT_total = []; 

Tons_CO2_year = []; 

RunData = []; 

GasCons_year = []; 

VMT_byCar = []; 

RentShare3d = []; %holds share of income spent on vehicle rent for each 

consumer for each year 

GasShare3d = []; 

GasShare_byCar = []; 

 

for scenario=1:num_scenarios  %%begin loop of entire model over gas tax 

scenarios 

    %%%% define empty matrices 

    v_tot_i_j_c = []; %utility of consumer i, car j, cohort c 

    Utot_i_j_c = []; % utility w/ error term included with cohorts in rows 

    first = [];  % these refer to the terms in conditional indirect utility 

function of Bento et al 2005 

    second = []; 

    third = []; 

    MarketSharesRow = []; 

    VMT_i_j_c = []; 

    RentShare_year = []; %holds average rent share of income for the year 

    GasShare_year = []; 

    P_j = []; 

    P_j_time = []; %array to capture P_j (price of travelling one mile) over 

time, only used for graphing and debugging 

    CarsOwned3d = []; 

    %MarketDensity = []; 

    IndexMatrix = []; 

 

    %%%%  Calculate initial car choices using initial gas price 

    CarChoice = []; 

    P_j = ((Pgas(1)+tao(1,scenario))*ones(n,m))./(ones(n,1)*MPG); 

    % pause() 

    FudgeFactor = 100;%0000; %magic number to adjust second term 

    first = (-1./lambda*ones(1,m)).*exp(-(lambda*ones(1,m)).*(y*ones(1,m)-

(ones(n,1)*Pcar)/c_index)); 

    %second = -(1/beta)*exp(alpha+beta*P_j*FudgeFactor); 
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    second = -(alpha./beta*ones(1,m)).*exp(beta*ones(1,m).*P_j*FudgeFactor); 

    third = c_index*delta*CoolCar; 

    v_tot_i_j_c = first + second + third; 

    %calculate error term 

    sigmult2=0; 

    randmat=sigmult2*(-log(-log(rand(n,m)))); % Type I Extreme Value Errors 

    % add error term to utilities 

    Utot_i_j_c=v_tot_i_j_c/1000 + randmat; 

    [maxU,ychoice]=max(Utot_i_j_c'); 

    for c=1:c_index 

        CarChoice = [CarChoice , ychoice']; 

    end 

    CarsOwned = CarChoice; 

    CarsOwned3d = [CarsOwned]; 

    %%%%END: initial CarsOwned calculated 

 

    %%%%%Begin big time loop to update CarChoice and calculate VMT choices 

    for t=1:T*c_index 

        %%%update CarsOwned of correct cohort 

        P_j = ((Pgas(t)+tao(t,scenario))*ones(n,m))./(ones(n,1)*MPG); 

        P_j_time = [P_j_time;P_j(1,:)]; %add one row of current P_j to 

P_j_time 

        first = (-1./lambda*ones(1,m)).*exp(-lambda*ones(1,m).*(y*ones(1,m)-

(ones(n,1)*Pcar)/c_index)); 

        %second = -(1/beta)*exp(alpha+beta*P_j*FudgeFactor); 

        second = -

(alpha./beta*ones(1,m)).*exp(beta*ones(1,m).*P_j*FudgeFactor); 

        third = c_index*delta*CoolCar; 

        v_tot_i_j_c = first + second + third; 

        %calculate error term 

        sigmult2=0; 

        randmat=sigmult2*(-log(-log(rand(n,m)))); % Type I Extreme Value 

Errors 

        Utot_i_j_c=v_tot_i_j_c/1000 + randmat;% add error term to utilities 

        [maxU,ychoice]=max(Utot_i_j_c'); 

        %  ychoice3d(:,:,t) = ychoice'; %ychoice3d currently is not used 

        CarChoice = [CarChoice, ychoice']; 

        MarketSharesRow=[]; 

        for j=1:m %calculate market shares for m vehicles, add them to 

MarketSharesRow 

            MarketSharesRow = [MarketSharesRow, sum(ychoice==j)]; 

        end 

        %if size(MarketShares) 

        MarketShares(t,:,scenario) = MarketSharesRow; 

        RunData = [RunData;scenario,t,tao(t,scenario),MarketSharesRow]; 

        CarsOwned(1:n,Coh_index(t)) = ychoice'; 

        CarsOwned3d(:,:,t) = [CarsOwned]; 

        RentShare_year = Pcar(CarsOwned)./c_index./(y*ones(1,c_index)); 

        %RentShare3d(:,:,t,scenario) = [RentShare_year]; 

 

        %%%%Calculate VMT choices for this year 

        VMT_first = alpha; 

        VMT_second = -

1*beta*ones(1,c_index).*reshape(P_j(1,CarsOwned),[n,c_index]); 

        %VMT_second = 

beta*ones(1,c_index).*reshape(P_j(1,CarsOwned),[n,c_index]); %this is 

        % the original 
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        VMT_third = lambda*ones(1,c_index).*(y*ones(1,c_index)-

Pcar(CarsOwned)/c_index); 

        VMT_OneYear = exp(VMT_first+VMT_second+VMT_third); 

        VMT_i_j_c(:,:,t) = [VMT_OneYear]; 

 

        for j=1:m 

            [R,C]=find(CarsOwned==j); 

            for xx=1:length(R) 

                VMT_byCar(R(xx),C(xx),t,j,scenario)=VMT_OneYear(R(xx),C(xx)); 

                

GasShare3d(R(xx),C(xx),t,j,scenario)=(VMT_OneYear(R(xx),C(xx))*P_j(1,j))/y(R(

xx)); 

                Income5d(R(xx),C(xx),t,j,scenario)=y(R(xx)); 

                

RentShare3d(R(xx),C(xx),t,j,scenario)=Pcar(CarsOwned(R(xx),C(xx)))/c_index/y(

R(xx)); 

            end 

            % new code March 21 - adds to the car struct a sparse logical 

            % matrix indicating ownership of each car type i.e. (1 = yes, 0 = 

            % no) 

            [rows,cols,sparse_vector] = find(CarsOwned == j); 

            [i_sparse,j_sparse] = size(CarsOwned); 

            bool_CarArray = 

sparse(rows,cols,sparse_vector,i_sparse,j_sparse); 

            cars(j).owned(t) = {bool_CarArray}; 

 

            % store this years data in MeanIncome_byCar 

            MeanIncome_byCar(t,j,scenario) = full(sum(sum((repmat(y,[1 5])... 

                .* bool_CarArray))) / sum(sum(bool_CarArray))); 

        end 

    end %%End primary time loop 

 

 

    AnnualVMT_total(:,scenario) = 

reshape(sum(sum(VMT_i_j_c,1),2),[T*c_index,1]); 

    Avg_VMT_perCar(:,scenario)= AnnualVMT_total(:,scenario)/n; 

    % MarketShares; 

    % VMT_ij = []; 

    % VMT_ij = reshape(VMT_i_j_c(:,1,t),[n,T*c_index]); 

 

    %%%Calculate Gas consumption%%% 

    GasCons_ijc = []; %holds the gas consumed by each consumer for each year 

    %GasCons_year = []; %holds total gas consumed by all consumers for each 

year 

    MPG_ijc = []; 

    MPG_ijc = MPG(CarsOwned3d); 

    GasCons_ijc = VMT_i_j_c./MPG_ijc; 

    GasCons_year(:,scenario) = 

reshape(sum(sum(GasCons_ijc,1),2),[T*c_index,1]); 

 

 

    %%%Calculate Expenditures as Shares of Income 

    RentShare_avg=[]; 

    GasShare_avg=[]; 

 

 

    %ConsShare_avg = ones(1,50)-(RentShare_avg+GasShare_avg); 
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    %%%Normalize Outputs to graph as indexes%%% 

    IndexMatrix = []; 

    %IndexMatrix = 

[GasCons_year/GasCons_year(1);AnnualVMT_total(:,scenario)/AnnualVMT_total(1,s

cenario);((Pgas+tao(:,scenario))./(Pgas(1)+tao(1,scenario)));Tons_CO2_year(:,

scenario)/Tons_CO2_year(1,scenario)]; 

 

    %     for tt=1:T*c_index 

    %         for mmm=1:m 

    %             [rrr,ccc,vvv]=find(Income5d(:,:,tt,mmm,scenario)); 

    %             MeanIncome_byCar(tt,mmm,scenario)=mean(vvv); 

    %         end 

    %     end 

 

 

end %%% end loop over scenarios of different taxes 

 

        %Aggregate and manage results for graphical display 

MarketDensity = MarketShares/n; 

Tons_CO2_year = GasCons_year*(19.564/2000); % pounds CO2 per gallon gas, see: 

http://www.eia.doe.gov/oiaf/1605/factors.html 

GasShare_avg = 

reshape(mean(mean(mean(GasShare3d,4),1),2),[1,T*c_index,num_scenarios]); 

RentShare_avg = 

reshape(mean(mean(mean(RentShare3d,4),1),2),[1,T*c_index,num_scenarios]); 

total_VMT_byCar=reshape(sum(sum(VMT_byCar,1),2),[T*c_index,m,num_scenarios]); 

Avg_VMT_byCar=total_VMT_byCar./MarketShares; 

GasShare_byCar=reshape(mean(mean(GasShare3d,1),2),[T*c_index,m,num_scenarios]

); 

RentShare_byCar=reshape(mean(mean(RentShare3d,1),2),[T*c_index,m,num_scenario

s]); 

t = 1:length(Pgas); 

 

 

% %%% Create discriptive figures 

fig = 1; 

 

% h1=figure(fig); 

% hist(y,100) 

% title('Income Distribution') 

% xlabel('Household Income (thousand US$2005)') 

% ylabel('Number of Households') 

% set(h1,'Name',['Income Distribution; mean = ' num2str(1000*mean(y)) ', 

median = ' num2str(1000*median(y))]); 

% f2 = get(h1, 'Children'); 

% x_axis = get(f2, 'xlim'); 

% y_axis = get(f2, 'ylim'); 

% % draw the mean and median lines on the graph 

% line([mean(y), mean(y)], [y_axis(1), y_axis(2)], 'Color','red'); 

% line([median(y), median(y)], [y_axis(1), y_axis(2)], 'Color','green'); 

% g2 = get(f2, 'Children'); 

% legend(g2(1:2),{'median' 'mean'}); 

% fig = fig + 1; 

% 

h2=figure(fig); 

for sss=1:num_scenarios 
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    subplot(num_scenarios,1,sss);plot(MarketDensity(:,:,sss)) 

    title(['Market Shares of Car Choices ' char(ScenarioNames(sss))]) 

    xlabel('Year') 

    ylabel('Market Density') 

    legend(char(CarNames)) 

end 

set(h2,'Name','Market Shares of Car Choices'); 

fig = fig + 1; 

 

h3=figure(fig); 

hold on 

plot(t,Pgas*1000,':+') 

plot(t,(Pgas+tao(:,2))*1000,'r:+') 

hold off 

title('Fuel Prices') 

xlabel('Year') 

ylabel('Dollars per Gallon ($US2005)') 

legend(ScenarioNames) 

set(h3,'Name','Fuel Prices'); 

fig = fig + 1; 

 

h4=figure(fig); 

plot(t,AnnualVMT_total) 

title('Total Annual VMT') 

xlabel('year') 

ylabel('Annual VMT in miles') 

legend(ScenarioNames) 

set(h4,'Name','Total Annual VMT'); 

fig = fig + 1; 

 

h14=figure(fig); 

plot(t,Tons_CO2_year) 

title('Total Annual CO2 Emissions') 

xlabel('year') 

ylabel('Tons of CO2') 

legend(ScenarioNames) 

set(h14,'Name','Total Annual CO2 Emissions'); 

fig = fig + 1; 

 

% h5=figure(fig); 

% hist(lambda,100) 

%     title('lambda = Income elasticity of VMT') 

%     set(h5,'Name','Income elasticity of VMT'); 

%     fig = fig + 1; 

 

% h6=figure(fig); 

% plot(y,lambda,'b.') 

% hold on 

% plot(y,beta,'g.') 

% hold off 

% title('Elasticities as functions of income') 

% legend('Lambda','Beta') 

% set(h6,'Name','Elasticities as functions of income'); 

% fig = fig + 1; 

 

% h7=figure(fig); 

% plot(t,tao(:,2)) 
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%     title('gasoline tax v. time') 

%     set(h7,'Name','gasoline tax v. time'); 

%     fig = fig + 1; 

 

h8=figure (fig); 

%subplot(2,1,scenario); 

plot(t,P_j_time*1000) 

title('Price of traveling one mile in each car') 

legend(char(CarNames)) 

xlabel ('year') 

ylabel('Price per mile ($US2005)') 

set(h8,'Name', 'Price of traveling one mile in each car'); 

fig = fig + 1; 

 

% h9=figure(fig); 

% plot(t,GasCons_year) 

%     title('Total Annual Gas Consumption') 

%     xlabel('year') 

%     ylabel('Annual Gasoline Consumption (gallons)') 

%     set(h9,'Name','Total Annual Gas Consumption'); 

%     fig = fig + 1; 

 

% h10=figure(fig); 

% set(h10,'Name','Trends, indexed to 2005 values'); 

% %plotyy(t,IndexMatrix(:,2),t,IndexMatrix(:,3)) 

% %plot(t,IndexMatrix) 

% subplot(4,1,1);plot(IndexMatrix(1,:)); 

% ylabel('Annual Gas Consumption') 

% subplot(4,1,2);plot(IndexMatrix(2,:)); 

% ylabel('Annual VMT') 

% subplot(4,1,3);plot(t,IndexMatrix(3,:)); 

% ylabel('Fuel Price (including tax') 

% subplot(4,1,4);plot(t,IndexMatrix(4,:)); 

% ylabel('CO2') 

% xlabel('year') 

% fig = fig + 1; 

 

 

% h11=figure(fig); 

% set(h11,'Name',['VMT to Income, lambda_a = ',num2str(lambda_a),', lambda_b 

= ', num2str(lambda_b)]);%, num2str(min_lambda), ' lambda_a = ',  ' lambda_c 

= ', num2str(lambda_c)]); 

% plot(y,VMT_i_j_c(:,1,1),'r.') 

% subplot(3,2,3);semilogy(y,VMT_i_j_c(:,1,1),'r.'); 

% ylabel('Log of VMT (year 1)'); 

% xlabel('Income'); 

% subplot(3,2,1);plot(y,VMT_i_j_c(:,1,1),'r.'); 

% ylabel('VMT'); 

% xlabel('Income'); 

% subplot(3,2,4);loglog(y,VMT_i_j_c(:,1,1),'r.'); 

% ylabel('Log of VMT (year 1)'); 

% xlabel('Log of Income'); 

% subplot(3,2,2);semilogx(y,VMT_i_j_c(:,1,1),'r.'); 

% ylabel('VMT'); 

% xlabel('Log of Income'); 

% subplot(3,2,5);plot(y,lambda,'.'); 

% xlabel('Income'); 
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% ylabel('Lambda'); 

% fig = fig + 1; 

 

h12=figure(fig); 

set(h12,'Name','Shares of Income'); 

position=0; 

for sss=1:num_scenarios 

    %plot(RentShare_avg(:,:,sss),'b'); 

    %plot(GasShare_avg(:,:,sss),'r'); 

    position=position+1; 

    

subplot(num_scenarios,2,position);plot(t,GasShare_byCar(:,:,sss),t,GasShare_a

vg(:,:,sss)); 

    legend(char(LegendWithAverage)) 

    ylabel('Share of Income Spent on Gas'); 

    title(char(ScenarioNames(sss))) 

    position=position+1; 

    

subplot(num_scenarios,2,position);plot(t,RentShare_byCar(:,:,sss),t,RentShare

_avg(:,:,sss)); 

    legend(char(LegendWithAverage)) 

    ylabel('Share of Income Spent on Renting Car'); 

    title(char(ScenarioNames(sss))) 

end 

xlabel('Year'); 

%legend('cool, inef', 'uncool, inef', 'cool, eff', 'uncool, eff'); 

fig = fig + 1; 

% 

 

h13=figure(fig); 

hold on 

for sss=1:num_scenarios 

    

%subplot(num_scenarios,1,sss);plot(t,total_VMT_byCar(:,1,sss),t,total_VMT_byC

ar(:,2,sss),t,total_VMT_byCar(:,3,sss),t,total_VMT_byCar(:,4,sss),t,sum(total

_VMT_byCar(:,:,sss),2)); 

    

subplot(num_scenarios,1,sss);plot(t,total_VMT_byCar(:,:,sss),t,sum(total_VMT_

byCar(:,:,sss),2)); 

    legend(char(LegendWithOverall)) 

    xlabel('Year') 

    ylabel('VMT') 

    title(char(ScenarioNames(sss))) 

end 

set(h13,'Name','Total VMT by Car'); 

fig = fig + 1; 

 

h14=figure(fig); 

for sss=1:num_scenarios 

    

%subplot(num_scenarios,1,sss);plot(t,Avg_VMT_byCar(:,1,sss),t,Avg_VMT_byCar(:

,2,sss),t,Avg_VMT_byCar(:,3,sss),t,Avg_VMT_byCar(:,4,sss)); 

    

subplot(num_scenarios,1,sss);plot(t,Avg_VMT_byCar(:,:,sss),t,Avg_VMT_perCar(:

,sss)); 

    legend(char(LegendWithOverall)) 

    title(char(ScenarioNames(sss))) 
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    xlabel('Year') 

    ylabel('Average Annual VMT per Vehicle') 

end 

set(h14,'Name','Average VMT by Car'); 

fig = fig + 1; 

 

h15=figure(fig); 

for sss=1:num_scenarios 

    

subplot(num_scenarios,1,sss);plot(t,MeanIncome_byCar(:,:,sss),t,mean(MeanInco

me_byCar(:,:,sss),2)); 

    title(char(ScenarioNames(sss))) 

    legend(char(LegendWithOverall)) 

    ylabel('Average Income') 

end 

xlabel('Year') 

set(h15,'Name','Mean Income by Car') 

fig = fig + 1; 

 

h16=figure(fig); 

position=0; 

for sss=1:num_scenarios 

    position=position+1; 

    

subplot(num_scenarios,2,position);plot(t,Avg_VMT_byCar(:,:,sss),t,Avg_VMT_per

Car(:,sss)); 

    legend(char(LegendWithOverall)) 

    ylabel('Average Annual VMT per Vehicle'); 

    title(char(ScenarioNames(sss))) 

    position=position+1; 

    

subplot(num_scenarios,2,position);plot(t,total_VMT_byCar(:,:,sss),t,sum(total

_VMT_byCar(:,:,sss),2)); 

    legend(char(LegendWithOverall)) 

    ylabel('VMT for Each Car Type'); 

    title(char(ScenarioNames(sss))) 

end 

set(h16,'Name','VMT') 

fig = fig+1; 

%% Collect values and results and output to table 

% OutputArray(#} = {'text', num2str(value), etc...}; 

row = 1; 

OutputArray{row} = {'Parameters'}; 

row = row+1; 

OutputArray{row} = {'Min_income', num2str(Min_Income)}; 

row = row+1; 

OutputArray{row} = {'lambda parameters', 'lambda_a', num2str(lambda_a), 

'lambda_b', ... 

    num2str(lambda_b), ' shift_right = ', num2str(shift_right), ' min lambda 

= ', num2str(min_lambda)}; 

row = row+1; 

OutputArray{row} = {'beta parameters', 'beta_a', num2str(beta_a), 'beta_b', 

... 

    num2str(beta_b), 'beta_c', num2str(beta_c), 'min_beta', 

num2str(min_beta)}; 

row = row+1; 

OutputArray{row} = {'FudgeFactor', num2str(FudgeFactor)}; 
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row = row+1; 

OutputArray{row} = {'deltamax', num2str(deltamax)}; 

row = row+1; 

OutputArray{row} = {'fuel price parameters', 'Pgas_start', 

num2str(Pgas_start), 's', ... 

    num2str(s), 'Increase', num2str(Increase)}; 

row = row+1; 

OutputArray{row} = {'Results'}; 

row = row+1; 

OutputArray{row} = {'VMT', 'min', num2str(min(VMT_i_j_c(:,1,1))), 'max', ... 

    num2str(max(VMT_i_j_c(:,1,1))), 'median', 

num2str(median(VMT_i_j_c(:,1,1)))}; 

row = row+1; 

OutputArray{row} = {'Gas Consumption', 'min', num2str(min(GasCons_year)), 

'max', ... 

    num2str(max(GasCons_year)), 'mean', num2str(mean(GasCons_year))}; 

row = row+1; 

OutputArray{row} = {'Market Shares', 'start', num2str(MarketDensity(1,:)), 

'end', ... 

    num2str(MarketDensity(T*c_index,:))}; 

row = row+1; 

OutputArray{row} = {'Gas Shares', 'start', num2str(GasShare_avg(1)), 'end', 

... 

    num2str(GasShare_avg(T*c_index))}; 

row = row+1; 

OutputArray{row} = {'Rent Shares', 'start', num2str(RentShare_avg(1)), 'end', 

... 

    num2str(RentShare_avg(T*c_index))}; 

row = row+1; 

%OutputArray{row} = {'End Indeces','VMT', 

num2str(IndexMatrix(2,T*c_index)),'Gas 

Cons',num2str(IndexMatrix(1,T*c_index)),'Gas Price 

W/tax',num2str(IndexMatrix(3,T*c_index))}; 

%row = row+1; 

%OutputArray{row} = {'End Index of Gas Consumption', 

num2str(IndexMatrix(1,T*c_index))}; 

%row = row+1; 

%OutputArray{row} = {'End Index of Gas Price w/tax', 

num2str(IndexMatrix(3,T*c_index))}; 

%row = row+1; 

OutputArray{row} = {'Income', 

'min',num2str(min(y)),'max',num2str(max(y)),'median',num2str(median(y))}; 

row = row+1; 

 

fid = fopen('output.csv','a+'); 

fprintf(fid, '%s', 'Run on ', datestr(now),' File name ', mfilename); 

fprintf(fid,'\n'); 

for i=1:length(OutputArray) %columns/output titles 

    for j=1:length(OutputArray{i}) % rows/values 

        value = cell2mat(OutputArray{i}(j)); 

        fprintf(fid,'%s ',[value,', ']); 

    end 

    fprintf(fid,'\n'); 

end 

 

fprintf(fid,'\n'); 

fclose(fid);



Appendix 3: Example Model Output to output.csv 

 
Run on 19-Apr-2007 19:25:11 File name kevin_brad_cohort_April_19     

Parameters             

Min_income 10            

c_index 10 
  Length of 
Model 50 

  Number of 
Consumers 10000        

NumberPaym
ents 5            

FudgeFactor 100            

fuel price 
parameters 

  
Pgas
_start 0.00225   s 0   Increase 0       

Results             

VMT   min 381.2419   max 88119.32   median 8021.619       

Gas 
Consumption   min 

  5278647.1866      
4076708.3355   max 

  
5278647.1866      
5278647.1866   mean 

  
5278647.1866      
4626592.8418       

Market 
Shares 

  
Cool  Inef 

  start - 
scenario 1 0.704 

  start - 
scenario 2 0.704 

  end - 
scenario 1 0.704 

  end - 
scenario 2 0.437 

Market 
Shares 

  
UnC
ool  Inef 

  start - 
scenario 1 0.057 

  start - 
scenario 2 0.057 

  end - 
scenario 1 0.057 

  end - 
scenario 2 0.048 

Market 
Shares 

  
Cool  Eff 

  start - 
scenario 1 0.233 

  start - 
scenario 2 0.233 

  end - 
scenario 1 0.233 

  end - 
scenario 2 0.498 

Market 
Shares 

  
UnC
ool  Eff 

  start - 
scenario 1 0.006 

  start - 
scenario 2 0.006 

  end - 
scenario 1 0.006 

  end - 
scenario 2 0.017 

Gas Shares   start 0.004408   end 0.004408         

Rent Shares   start 0.020805   end 0.020805         

Income   min 12.7862   max 239.2853   median 56.8449       

CO2 per 
capita 

  First 
Year 
- 
scen
ario 1 5.1636 

  Last 
Year - 
scenario 2 3.9878         

 


